
 

ABSTRACT 

Cakir, Janet Ferguson.  Modeling Trail Degradation Using Field and GIS 

Methodologies:  A Comparative Study.  (Under the direction of Dr. Hugh Devine and Dr. 

Yu-Fai Leung) 

 

 Trail degradation is a problem that park managers continually battle.  A relatively 

recent US General Accounting Office report states a 4 billion dollar maintenance backlog 

has developed in the National Park System.  Given the heavy use of trails, it is likely that 

a substantive part of this backlog is related to trail degradation.  The ability to quickly 

and accurately predict trail problem locations would greatly enhance the efficiency of 

both preventing and mitigating these problems.  To date, some studies have modeled trail 

degradation, but these methods rely almost entirely on field-collected data, which is 

expensive and time consuming to obtain.  This study explores the potential of GIS to  

efficiently populate degradation models of incision and width with landform variables.  

Issues related to GIS data resolution for use in these models are examined through a 

stepwise regression procedure.  Results suggest that models based on GIS-derived data 

perform as well or better than models based on field-measured data.  These results also 

suggest that there may be a relationship between trail degradation and landform 

characteristics such as slope, trail grade, trail alignment angle and landform curvature. 

Specific degradation problems are further examined using spatial and nonspatial 

clustering techniques and the results suggest that degradation problems are spatially 

clustered.  Visual examination indicates that certain landform characteristics are 



 

coincident with statistically significant clusters of both high and low values of trail 

degradation.   

This work bolsters the argument for the use of GIS derived data in trail 

degradation models.  With these procedures designers and managers can quickly and 

efficiently use the models to quantify the degradation sensitivity of existing trail sections 

and alternative new trail designs.  In addition, based on the findings in this study, 

researchers may begin to measure some landform attributes with GIS to reduce the costs 

of field work.  Research implications also suggest new areas of model development 

related to the spatial scale of factors that appear to influence trail degradation.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Walking is the most popular outdoor recreation activity in the United States according 

to the National Survey of Recreation and the Environment (USDA 2000).  It is estimated that 

over 179 million people engage in outdoor recreational walking annually.  To help meet this 

demand, many parks construct and maintain recreational hiking and walking trails.  With 

increasing use pressure on these trails, degradation of trail conditions has been reported in 

many parks (Hammitt and Cole 1998).  Understanding the underlying factors of trail 

degradation has become critical to park managers with limited budgets and resources to 

maintain them.  

Trail degradation mediation can be costly (Garland 1990).  A relatively recent US 

General Accounting Office (USGAO) report states a 4 billion dollar maintenance backlog 

has developed in the National Park System (USGAO 1995).  Given the heavy use of trails, it 

is likely that a substantive part of this backlog is related to trail degradation.  For example, 

the new 290-mile Benton MacKaye Trail was recently completed by volunteer groups to take 

some degradation pressure off the Appalacian Trail (Miller 2005).   

To alleviate the backlog in maintenance and better utilize park budgets, the USGAO 

calls for more efficient operation of parks.  A priori knowledge of locations likely to become 

degraded could enable park managers to target management efforts and design degradation–

resistant trails, thus resulting in more efficient utilization of human and natural resources.   

To determine if and where there are degradation problems, park staff need to 

physically walk the length of the trails, assess the degree of degradation, and report the 
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locations of problems that require attention.  The ability to use a model as a screening tool to 

predict trail locations more sensitive to degradation, would enable managers to re-direct staff 

to visit these locations more frequently, thus saving time and more efficiently utilizing 

resources as directed by the USGAO.  In addition, these models would be very useful in trail 

design by providing a metric with which to relatively compare the degradation sensitivity of 

alternative designs. 

It is commonly believed that the landform upon which a trail is located significantly 

influences degradation.  Some frequently studied landform characteristics are slope, aspect, 

grade of the trail, or position of the trail (valley, ridge, mid-slope).  Statistical examination of 

these characteristics may make it possible to use these variables to explain a portion of trail 

degradation through models. 

Traditionally, field-based trail assessments and surveys are used to gather the required 

detailed landform data.  These field surveys can be time consuming and expensive.  With the 

advent of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), slope, grade of trail, aspect, trail alignment 

angle, the position of the trail, and landform curvature can be computed rather than 

measured.  GIS is a software tool that operates on digital geospatial data.  GIS could 

potentially provide managers and designers the ability to implement degradation prediction 

models without the costs of field work.   

There are several issues surrounding the use of GIS to derive trail degradation data.  

One of these is the source of geospatial data for use in the GIS system.  The topograhpic data 

required to compute measures of slope, aspect, trail grade, trail alignment angle, curvature, 

and landform position is available in resolutions ranging in detail from a single elevation 

measure for every 30 square meters of the earths surface, to one measure for every three 
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meters of the earths surface.  Choices related to the data source can have a significant 

influence on the resulting derived data.  In one previous study, GIS derived independent 

variables were not used because it was thought that they represented geographically regional 

variability as opposed to local scale variability in the independent variable (Dixon et al. 

2004). 

The second main issue is the lack of a consensus related to how best to model trail 

degradation.  Several studies have made steps in the development of different models of trail 

degradation, but no one model has emerged.  There are questions still surrounding 

degradation modeling  including the selection of statistical method, and the selection of the 

dependent, and independent variables.  

The research presented here develops models of trail degradation and methods with 

which to populate those models quickly and efficiently using GIS technology.  Issues related 

to selection of topographic digital data sources and selection of model format are examined.  

The ability of GIS based models to predict the portion of degradation influenced by landform 

characteristics will obviously benefit trail managers as described above, but just as 

importantly, it could significantly advance the study of trail degradation.  If it is established 

that GIS derived data can be used in trail degradation models without compromising the 

performance of the model, it could provide a vital step in the advancement of the research.  

Researchers would be able to reduce field data collection efforts, expand study areas, 

increase the number of study observations and thus increase the sample size for statistical 

models, potentially enabling the analysis of more independent variables.   

This document is divided into several sections beginning with a literature review of 

the factors that influence degradation, previous models of trail degradation, past use of GIS 
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in trail and landform studies, and established trail assessment techniques.  A detailed 

statement of Objectives, Methods, Results, Discussion and Implications, and Conclusions 

follow the Literature Review.  The Methods, Results, and Discussion chapters are organized 

by objective. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In order to model trail degradation, one must have a basic understanding of 

what trail degradation is, as well as what influences it.  Trail degradation has been studied 

from various perspectives.  Leung and Marion (1996) identify a management perspective of 

trail degradation research that examines the problems of trail widening, incision, compaction, 

and soil loss.  This dissertation approaches trail degradation from this same perspective and 

examines factors associated with degradation evidenced by the widening and lowering of the 

surface of the trail tread.   

 The process of trail degradation begins with the initiation of the trail tread.  This is an 

initial disturbance of the soil that interrupts the natural ecological processes that occur at that 

location (Bryan 1977).  Once a trail tread has been developed, soils are exposed and more 

vulnerable to natural geomorphic processes (Coleman 1981, Chappell 1996).  These 

geomorphic processes can be aided and exacerbated by use (Bryan 1977), which can 

accelerate the natural process of chemical and physical weathering (Arrowsmith and 

Inbakaran 2002).  When degradation problems develop, hiker avoidance behavior can 

trample trailside vegetation and lead to the widening of the trail tread (Bryan 1977). 

The trail degradation process appears simple at first glance, however, each part of the 

overall processes (disturbance, natural geomorphic processes, and use) can be very complex.  

To examine these complexities, a review of the literature related to the factors that influence 

trail degradation is conducted.  Then, ways that these factors have been assessed and 

measured in the field are reviewed.  Field surveys for this research are built upon this body of 

knowledge. 
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Finally, a section detailing the use of GIS in trail management, design, and research is 

provided.  In addition to this discussion of GIS and trail related papers, a sub-section of work 

related to GIS and geomorphology is discussed.  These geomorphologic studies are valuable 

in that they are applications of GIS to landform-related processes and problems.   

 
2.1 Factors of Trail Degradation 

2.1.1 Use and Biophysical Factors 

It is commonly believed that use of a trail is often a catalyst to degradation processes 

involving the surrounding vegetation and trail tread soils.  This belief may lead managers to 

restrict use.  As early as 1980, half of all U.S. park managers surveyed stated that they had 

already implemented controls on recreational use at their facilities (Bury and Fish 1980).  By 

1993, 46 percent of managers had actually closed selected environmentally sensitive areas of 

their parks (Marion et al. 1993). 

Research related to trail use and degradation generally focuses on type of use (Deluca 

et al. 1998), and/or volume of use (Bryan 1977).  Most studies focused on the effect of use 

volume, however the impacts vary in intensity according to the type of use (Cole and Spildie 

1998), or even between individual users (Coleman 1981).   

Some studies indicated a curvilinear relationship between intensity of use and impact 

on trails (Dale and Weaver 1974, Coleman 1981).  Farrell and Marion (2001/2002) note that 

trail widths (an indicator of trail degradation) at Torres del Paine National Park in Chile were 

influenced by use at low volumes, but were not statistically different at high volumes.  

However, Helgath’s (1975) study of trail deterioration in the Selway-Bitterrot Wilderness did 

not find strong correlations between volume of use and trail degradation. 
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2.1.1.1 Vegetation 

Trail degradation could be the result of interactions between use, vegetation types, 

and geomorphic processes on the landscape (Whinam and Comfort 1996, Coleman 1981, 

Summer 1980, Weaver et al. 1978, Bryan 1977, Dale and Weaver 1974).  For example, users 

can trample and destroy vegetation, leaving soils vulnerable to erosion.  Some specific 

degradation problems exacerbated by use interactions are soil loss (Whinam and Comfort 

1996) or the widening of a trail tread (Bright 1986).  Use interactions may have a stronger 

influence on trail tread width than incision (Dixon et al. 2004, Farrell and Marion 

2001/2002). 

Trampling of trailside vegetation as hikers use trails can damage and remove trailside 

vegetation resulting widening of the trail width.  Trampling of trailside vegetation had greater 

impact on trail widths more than slope or soil type (Bright 1986).  The examination of 

vegetation as a factor of trail degradation can be approached in two ways:  first, the impact of 

the presence of a trail and its use on the surrounding vegetation, and second, the effect of 

trailside vegetation type on the likelihood of degradation.  Most of the literature focuses on 

the former dynamic rather than the latter, and this bias is reflected in this literature review.  

However, it is important to note that both processes will ultimately influence the width of a 

trail.   

The response of plants to trampling stress caused by use is affected by the three 

properties of plants; resistance, resilience, and tolerance (Cole 1995).  Resistance refers to a 

plant’s ability to withstand initial trampling impacts.  Resilience is the ability of a plant to 

recover from trampling, and tolerance is the ability of a plant to withstand repeated 

trampling.  The disturbance by use can actually change the composition of adjacent plant 
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communities by increasing the number of some species while decreasing the number of 

others (Dale and Weaver 1974).   

A species ability to withstand or resist initial impact by trampling and later regenerate 

(resistance) is affected by the plant structure.  Hall and Kuss (1989) noted that low growth 

forms, early bloomers, graminoids, hemicryptophyte, therophyte, or chamaephyte are the 

characteristic plant types along trail borders.  On the other hand, undisturbed areas are 

characterized by scattered cover and frequency of woody growth forms, delicate herbaceous, 

phanerophyte, or geophyte life forms.  

Low shrubs, seedlings, and lichens are highly susceptible to damage.  More mature 

trees and thorny shrubs are generally affected very little (Cole 1987).   Vegetation cover 

decreases in trampled areas as opposed to undisturbed sites (Bhuju and Ohsawa 1998). Also, 

growth differences have been observed in tree seedlings after the first two years of growth at 

sites where soils were compacted due to trampling (Bhuju and Ohsawa 1998, Pritchett and 

Fisher 1987). 

Bayfield (1973) reports that tread widths in grassy areas are consistently narrower 

than wooded areas.  However later studies by Dale and Weaver (1974) and Farrell and 

Marion (2001/2002) contradict Bayfield’s finding and note that trail widening and braiding is 

more likely in grasslands.  Nepal (2003) corroborates Farrell and Marion’s findings and notes 

in his study that the development of secondary trails is more likely on grasslands.   

Weaver et al. (1978) report that wooded areas, spruce - fir, xeric oak and pine, gray 

beech, mesic hemlock hardwoods, hemlock, and early successional forest types are 

considered erosion sensitive environments.  Bratton (1979) notes that trails located in 
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northern hardwoods are generally less degraded, although most of the study trails in northern 

hardwoods are located on old railroad beds, explaining in part their better condition.  Bratton 

also notes that some of the worst degradation can be found in old growth or “virgin” forests.  

Herbaceous understories are comparatively more damaged than shrub and ericaceous 

communities.   

Longer-term effects of trail construction and use can be seen in plant community 

composition.  It can be difficult for vegetation to recover from trailside trampling.  

Regeneration is especially slow for species that rely on the presence of topsoil for 

reproduction (Coleman 1981). 

2.1.1.2 Soil 

Soils play an important role in trail degradation research.  An un-surfaced trail tread 

is essentially bare soil.  The interaction between use and soil in degradation processes begins 

with compaction.  Essentially, soil is a mixture of organic and inorganic rock particles.  Pore 

spaces between particles are filled with water and air.  When the organic and rock particles 

are compacted together (trampling or other trail use), the space between the particles can be 

reduced or eliminated.  Compaction prevents the infiltration of water into the soil, forcing it 

to remain on the trail tread.  If the soil is compacted, this lowers the surface of the trail tread 

relative to the surrounding areas, thus creating a gully.  If the tread is sloped, or has some 

grade, the water is channeled downhill, and may carry away small soil surface particles 

(erosion).  If there is no grade to the trail tread, water may pool at the surface forming a 

puddle (Wallin and Harden 1996, Harden 1992, Hammitt and Cole 1998, Manning 1979, 
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Lutz 1945).  The cycle of compaction and trail degradation is depicted in Figure 1 adapted 

from Manning’s (1979) seven-step cycle of recreational impacts on soils.   

 

 

Increase in
soil erosion

Increase in
water runoff

Reduction in water
infiltration rate

Loss of organic
material

Reduction in soil
macroporosity

Reduction in air and water
permeability

Loss of leaf
litter

 
Figure 1. Seven-step cycle of recreational impact on soils.  Manning (1979). 

 

 

The interactions of use and soil can also affect trailside vegetation.  Use not only 

alters the porosity of the soil that forms a trail tread by altering the availability of water and 

air within the soil, but the resulting compaction can lower percentages of carbon and nitrogen 

(Bhuju and Ohsawa 1998).  After use has altered soil properties, it can be years or even 

decades before the soil returns to its natural state.  Weaver et al. (1978) showed that 5 years 

after trampling disturbance, grassland environments completely recover vegetation cover, but 

soils remain deeper and more compact.  About 65 percent recovery was observed on alpine 
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meadow environments, and 50 percent recovery in shrubby understory forests.  Parikesit et 

al. (1995) found that compacted soil environments on cliff-edge trails did not completely 

recover even after 10 years.  An analysis of the compaction of soils caused by frontier wagon 

traffic shows that compacted soils can persist for more than 100 years (Sharratt et al. 1998).  

Other factors that interact with soil to degrade a trail are rainfall amount and intensity, slope 

length, steepness, aspect, elevation, parent material, soil characteristics, and vegetation 

characteristics (Kuss and Morgan 1980).  Even the mechanics related to walking can have an 

affect on trail degradation.  As a person walks on soil, the heel of the foot compacts, then the 

toe shears and breaks loose particles making them more susceptible to erosion (Quinn et al. 

1980).   

Some distinctions are made in the literature between specific soil properties and their 

propensity for trail degradation.  A study by Bryan (1977) showed that with equal use on any 

two trails, soil properties were the main determinant of trail degradation.  The main 

properties of soil that relate to trail degradation are particle size, stoniness, and shear strength 

(Coleman 1981).  Soils with homogenous fine particles are more prone to degradation 

(Hammitt and Cole 1998, Helgath 1975). 

Soil depth can also be related to trail degradation.  Tread durability is increased when 

sub-soils are three or more feet deep to bedrock.  Locations with soils less than one foot deep 

should be avoided.  However, in some situations, thin soil layers can be removed to place 

trail treads directly on more durable bedrock.  The depth of soil becomes more important as 

slope and wetness increases (Birchard and Proudman 1981). 
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Clayey, spongy, silty, and organic soils should be avoided for trail construction 

(Birchard and Proudman 1981, Whinam et al. 2003, Stewart and Cameron 1992, Summer 

1980, Bryan 1977).  Especially when they are wet, even minimal trampling of these soil 

types can lead to mud puddles (Bryan 1977), or incision (Summer 1980).    A sandy-clay 

loam mixed with gravel is an ideal soil type for trail construction (Birchard and Proudman 

1981). 

2.1.2 Landform Related Factors 

2.1.2.1 Grade and Slope 

 The grade of a trail can be expressed by the change in elevation divided by the length 

of trail segment (rise/run).  This is different from the slope of the landform upon which the 

trail is constructed, which is sometimes referred to as sideslope.  A trail can have a grade of 

zero, yet be located across any slope from 0 to 100 percent theoretically.  The relationship 

between the grade of trail and degradation is different for various vegetative habitats, 

however; in general, as grade increases, degradation increases (Helgath 1975). 

Previous research indicates that trails with steeper grades are more prone to 

degradation (Dixon et al. 2004, Nepal 2003, Farrell and Marion 2001/2002, Gager and 

Conacher 2001).  The grade of a trail can allow for accelerated velocities of water run-off 

and remove soil particles (Coleman 1981).  Degradation from water flow erosion can occur 

on even moderate grade trails of 7 to 15 percent grade (Sutherland et al. 2001).  In another 

study, researchers show that the upslope length of the trail directly affects the severity of soil 

loss (Gager and Conacher 2001).  Gager and Conacher reason that the upslope length is a 

measure of the catchment of water on the trail tread, which is subsequently channeled along 
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the trail, thereby increasing erosion potential.  Table 1 compiles figures of recommended trail 

grades according to type of trail.   

 
 

Table 1.  Recommended grade classes for different trail types. 

Type of Trail Acceptable 
Slope Additional  Comments Citation 

Wheelchair 1%  Hesselbarth 
(2004) 

Unspecified 5 to 12% Recommended for most trails Hesselbarth 
(2004) 

<15% even in steep terrain Birchard and 
Proudman (1981) Hiking Trail 

up to 30% only if section of trail is short Birchard and 
Proudman (1981) 

Scramble 
Route 

20 to 50% Only on durable soils Hesselbarth 
(2004) 

<9% keep a steady grade with small breaks where slope <5% Vogel (1982) 
Equestrian 

Trail up to 15% only on short segments Vogel (1982) 

 

 

 

Besides trail grade, slope is also one of the most important physical factors related to 

trail degradation (Bratton et al. 1979). The combination of steeper slopes and the shearing 

action caused by users loosens surface soil particles and compacts lower levels of soil, hence 

enabling erosion (Coleman 1981, Quinn et al.1980).  The increased excavation required to 

place a trail on steep side-slopes with shallow soils can make them more vulnerable to 

landslides and mudslides (Garland 1983).  Helgath’s (1975) study indicates that landslides 

occur more often where side-slopes are 78 to 99 percent.  The slope of the landform on which 

the trail is located can also have an interaction effect with user behavior.  As slope increases, 

the lateral spread of hikers decreases (Coleman 1981). 
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The U.S. Department of the Interior reports that a 10-70 percent slope of the landform 

is acceptable when designing trails (U.S. Department of Interior 1992).  Erosion risk is 

categorized as risk scores according to slope parameters by Garland (1990).  Table 2 below 

shows risk scores that numerically increase with risk, and the slope category associated with 

each score.  The index only holds true under the listed maximum daily rainfall (MDR) 

conditions.   

 

 
Table 2.  Risk score and slope categories based on maximum daily rainfall (MDR). 

Risk Maximum Daily Rainfall (mm) Slope 
1 < 300 <6 
2 300-400 6-10 
3 401-500 11-15 
4 501-600 16-20 
5 > 600 21-25 
6 ------ >25 

Source: Garland (1990) 
 
 
 

2.1.2.2 Trail Alignment 

Trail alignment refers to the topographic location of a trail in relation to local 

landforms.  The trail alignment can be expressed by the slope alignment angle.  The slope 

alignment angle is the orientation of the trail tread relative to the slope of the landform and is 

measured in degrees from 0 to 90.  Trails can be aligned parallel to the prevailing slope, (0o 

angle), perpendicular to the slope (90o angle), or at any angle in between (1 - 89o angle).  

Steep trail grades are more closely related to trail erosion when the alignment angle is lower 

(Bratton et al. 1979).  Gager and Conacher’s (2001) findings of significant correlations with 

erosion severity corroborate Bratton’s study.  This may be because trails that are parallel to 
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the slope can act as gulleys or channels for water runoff (Yoda and Watanabe 2000, Bryan 

1977).   

Different trail positions relative to the landform can lead to several site-specific 

problems.  Often, trails are positioned in valley bottoms along streams to take advantage of 

their scenic beauty.  Drainage in this type of setting can be particularly difficult, especially if 

the trail becomes entrenched.  Persistently wet soils lead users to walk around problems like 

puddles into surrounding vegetation, damaging it and leading to the development of 

excessive trail tread widths.  These persistently wet soils, and their associated problems, are 

often found in valley bottoms and other areas of poor drainage (Nepal 2003, Leung and 

Marion 1999a, Bryan 1977).  Cole (1983) and Marion (1994) suggest that unless a trail is re-

routed completely out of a valley bottom, major construction of drainage structures and 

walking surfaces may become necessary.   

Trails positioned immediately below the crest of hills in the Rocky Mountains are 

highly susceptible to erosion, while those located in valley bottoms are least susceptible to 

erosion and most susceptible to increases in width (Summer 1986).  Ridgetop positions 

aligned (parallel to the slope of the land) are more susceptible to degradation due to the 

difficulty of draining water from the tread (Leung and Marion 1996).  Birkby (1996) 

recommends that trails be positioned on slopes with southern aspects to take advantage of the 

drying influence of the sun.  Sidehill designs are strongly recommended as being the least 

prone to erosion due to the ease with which water can be drained off the tread (Birchard and 

Proudman 1981, Bratton et al. 1979).   
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2.1.3 Evaluation of the Literature Related to the Factors of Trail Degradation 

The factors of trail degradation and their interaction with each other is complex and 

multifaceted, however some themes are clear throughout the literature.  Obviously it is 

important to locate trails on soils and through plant communities that can withstand traffic.  

Use seems to exacerbate the shortcomings of particular vegetative species and soil types 

leading to degradation.  Some studies that examine volume of use and trail degradation 

(Farrell and Marion 2001/2002, Helgath 1975) point to the possibility that the curvilinear 

responses noted by other researchers (Dale and Weaver 1974) may be more complex.  The 

concept of a threshold within the relationship between human activity and erosion is well 

documented in the geomorphology literature (Bocco 1991).  Further study of the amount of 

use and amount of degradation may clarify if thresholds exist within the relationship between 

volume of use and trail degradation.  The presence of thresholds may explain, in part, the 

conflicting findings related to volume of use and trail degradation. 

Another clear theme in the literature is the influence of a trail’s landform location on 

degradation.  The connection between landform location and degradation is established, 

however past research study areas are located in very diverse environments (alpine, beach, 

tropical, etc.).  Each researcher describes carefully the study area, but little is typically 

written about how long the dominant degradation processes have been acting on the study 

sites, and how the introduction of a trail tread, a linear feature on the landform, altered or 

exacerbated these processes.  More description of the natural geomorphic processes acting on 

each of these environments would make them more comparable.   

If the natural process of degradation (removal of soil particles), and aggradation 

(deposition of soil particles) is inevitable in a study area, and the trail is acting as a channel 
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for water, then the age of the trail may be closely related to the severity of degradation 

problems.  When multiple trails are examined in a single study, the date of construction could 

be a confounding factor when comparing the trails.   

Some studies, like Dixon et al. (2004), attempt to control for the age of a study trail.  

Few others, like Bryan (1977), mention time as a factor in the geomorphic process, these 

cases, however, are not the norm.  

The next step in the examination of the factors of trail degradation is a statistical 

examination of the relationships between these factors and specific indicators of trail 

degradation.  The following section examines studies that have focused on these 

relationships. 

2.2 Models of Trail Degradation 

Models are representations of reality.  Some models not only represent reality, but 

attempt to express the relationships between different phenomena (Mandel 1964).  The two 

most common predictive statistical model types for trail degradation are multiple regression 

and logistic models.   

Standard regression models predict a continuous dependent variable as a function of 

explanatory independent variables.  Logistic regression analysis is often used to investigate 

relationships between a discrete dependent variable and a set of explanatory variables.  These 

discrete responses are pre-defined.  Logistic regression returns the probability that a 

particular dependent response will occur (SAS 1999/2001).  This section of the literature 

review details these models and their effectiveness. 
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2.2.1 Multiple Regression Models 

Coleman (1981) uses multiple regression to model three dependent variables that are 

indicators of trail degradation (incision, path width, and bare ground width).  Independent 

variables included are recreation pressure, grade of trail slope, and elevation, ridge 

alignment, vegetation type, unrestricted path and, soil type.  Coleman was able to predict 66 

percent of the variability in a trail’s path width, 52 percent of the variability in bare ground 

width, and 46 percent of the variability in a trails maximum incision.  Coleman’s models for 

each dependent variable are presented in Table 3 below.   

 
 

Table 3.  Results of models of path width, bare ground width, and incision. 

Dependent Variable Independent Variables R-square 

Path Width recreation estimate, grade, slope, unrestricted vegetation type 
calluna heath, interaction between recreation estimate and slope 0.66 

Bare Ground Width recreation estimate, altitude, vegetation type calluna heath, 
ridge location, and interaction between recreation estimate and slope 0.52 

Maximum incision slope, soil type of brown earth, podsol soil type,  
and interaction between recreation estimate and slope 0.46 

Source:  Coleman (1981).  
 
 

 

Garland et al. (1985) use multiple regression to model cross-sectional path area (a 

composite measure of path depth and width).  Independent variables included are trail grade, 

slope, length of unbroken path slope, and aspect.  According to the authors, the models are 

unsuccessful and did not explain much of the variability in cross-sectional path area.  

Garland notes several possible reasons for the poor performance including inappropriate 

statistical method, inaccuracy in measurement of the dependent variable, lack of information 

about the path use, or lack of information about variation in rainfall intensity.   
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Another model of cross-sectional trail soil loss is developed by Jubenville and 

O’Sullivan (1987).  Slope is first measured for barren and various types of vegetated plots, 

then an ANOVA table is developed to analyze the effects of the nested soil/vegetation 

independent variables.  Slope within vegetation type is found to be a statistically significant 

predictor, and accounted for 35.2 percent of the total variability in cross-sectional soil loss.  

Jubenville and O’Sullivan note that other variables not included in their model may account 

for more of the variability in soil loss. 

A predictive model of cross sectional area soil loss using multiple regression is 

developed by Godwin (2000).  A stepwise regression is used to select from a pool of 

available variables those that best explain the variability in the dependent variable.  Several 

versions of the dependent variable (cross sectional area adjusted in different ways for 

compaction) are assessed.  Available independent variables included in the model are 

measures of trail grade, soil water content, percent vegetative cover, slope, profile curvature, 

plan curvature, aspect, elevation, catchment area, trail alignment angle, and several soil 

particle size categories.  Slope, soil water content, and aspect explain 43 percent of the 

variability in the dependent variable of incision with no adjustment.  When the same analysis 

is performed for a dependent variable adjusted for compaction, 60 percent of the dependent 

variable is explained by grade, particle size > 2 mm, and percentage of understory vegetation 

cover.   

Gager and Conacher (2001) model the cross-sectional soil loss of tracks, and classes 

of erosion severity in the Kalamunda National Park in Western Australia.  The tracks studied 

are multiple use (including vehicle use) paths with an average width of 3 m.  They sample 

soil characteristics, grade, width, aspect, alignment angle, vegetation, abundance of granite 
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outcrops, landform unit, slope position, slope length, slope of landform, micro-topography, 

and note the presence or effectiveness of any runoff diversion drains.  Correlations are 

computed between soil loss and each of the site factors and between erosion severity and 

each of the site factors.  Independent variables statistically significant correlated to the 

dependent variables are included in a pool for a stepwise regression analysis.  The stepwise 

analysis is constrained to include only independent variables significant at the 0.05 level, and 

removed from the model if significance reaches 0.1.  The only independent variables that 

satisfy this criteria are site gradient (a measure of the grade of the track), and upslope track 

length.  These two variables account for 48.2 percent of the variability in cross-sectional soil 

loss, and 49.5 percent of the variability in erosion severity class. 

2.2.2 Logistic Regression Models 

In recent years, logistic regression is utilized by Nepal (2003) and Dixon et al. (2004) 

to predict trail degradation.  Nepal (2003) uses multinomial logistic regression to model 

degradation severity classes.  Each degradation class is computed based on the frequency and 

severity of degradation problems.  Independent predictor variables are trail position, altitude, 

aspect, trail grade, soil moisture, soil type, tread type, vegetation type, frequency of visitors, 

packstock use, frequency of lodges, natural hazard type and potential.  Trails are found to be 

more severely degraded in erosion prone high hazard potential areas and on flat or steep 

grades with high levels of use and frequent lodges. 

 Dixon et al. (2004) use a logistic regression to predict high and low depth (incision) 

of a trail tread, trail width, and change in incision and width.  Slope, type of use, and age are 

found to be good predictors of incision, and rate of change in incision.  Type of use, slope, 
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age, and confinement are predictors of width.  No effective predictors are found for rate of 

change in trail width.   

2.2.3 Evaluation of the Literature Related to Models of Trail Degradation 

 It is difficult to draw conclusions from the success or failure of various models of trail 

degradation because there is an overall lack of consistency in the dependent and independent 

variables included in the models.  However, there does appear to be some consistency in the 

selection of statistical techniques.  Multiple regression seems to be the preferred method 

when the dependent variable is a continuous type of measurement, and logistic regression is 

utilized where the dependent variable is categorical in nature. 

 Overall, models that use a composite measure of incision and width are less 

successful than models that predict each of the measures independently.   Further research 

may clarify the nature of the relationships between various independent variables and 

incision and width.  It is possible that specific independent variables could be positively 

correlated with one and negatively correlated with the other.  This would confound a model’s 

ability to predict a composite incision/width dependent variable like cross-sectional (volume 

of) soil loss. 

 The success of models of trail degradation could be influenced by the manner in 

which the dependent and independent variables are measured in trail assessments.  The 

following section investigates commonly utilized trail assessment methods and measurement 

techniques. 
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2.3 Trail Degradation Assessment Methods 

The scope of trail assessment may include visual, social, and resource degradation.  

This dissertation focuses on resource conditions only.  To collect data to measure trail 

degradation, two decisions must be made.  First, a sampling frequency or design must be 

developed, and then a method to assess the degradation at sample locations must be 

determined.  Often, the sampling design and method of measurement is only briefly 

mentioned in a trail degradation study.  Relatively few studies comparatively assess the 

accuracy or precision of a particular method. The following is a review first of sampling 

designs, then of degradation measurement techniques. 

2.3.1 Sampling Design  

 Over the past 30 years, trail researchers have developed and employed several different 

field-sampling methods.  Sampling designs utilized for trail assessments in the past can be 

classified into three major categories:  replicable measurements, rapid surveys, and complete 

census.    

 Replicable surveys generally include sampling points spaced apart systematically, 

randomly, or purposefully.  They involve the installation of permanent markers to relocate the 

survey points later.  Rapid surveys are typically systematic and involve taking slightly less 

detailed measurements at pre-defined intervals.  Census surveys pre-define a problem and 

record the locations of all instances of the problem (Hammitt and Cole 1998).  Each survey type 

has advantages and disadvantages, and these are described in Table 4 below. 
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Table 4.  Advantages and disadvantages of different survey designs. 
Type of survey Advantages Disadvantages 

Replicable survey 
(permanent point 
survey) 

• Provides accurate and precise 
data on changing trail conditions. 

• Very time consuming. 
• Does not characterize overall trail condition 

Rapid survey 
(systematic sampling 
based) 

• Permits rapid assessments of 
general trail conditions. 

• May not accurately characterize trail 
problems unless a large number of sample 
points are used. 
• Not sensitive to small changes 

Census survey (problem 
assessment) 

• Permits rapid assessments 
focused on trail problems of 
greatest management concern. 
• Characterizes the condition of 
the entire trail. 

• Focuses on trail problems. 
• Not able to characterize average conditions 
for indicators such as trail width or muddiness. 
• Not sensitive to small changes. 

Source:  Monz (2000). 
 
 
 
The sampling method selected often reflects the objectives of the research.  For 

example, a trail transect system spaced 100 meters apart is used by Leonard and Whitney 

(1977) to study trail changes over time.  Permanent markers allow researchers to re-visit the 

sample locations at a later date to record changes both on and near the trail.  Leonard and 

Whitney note that the objective is not to measure and represent all trail conditions, but to 

track critical trail conditions over time.  Most longitudinal studies require the installation of 

permanent markers. 

Sharratt et al. (1998) also use a trail transect when assessing soil structural 

modifications along a historic wagon trail, but only place them in areas that meet certain 

criteria.  A systematic sample is then performed along the transect to characterize the 

changes in soil structure.  

Sometimes a stratified sampling design is selected due to conditions within the study 

area.  This sampling technique is used by Bryan (1977) to study soil erosion in mountain 

hiking trails in order to obtain a representative selection of conditions on each trail.  Bryan 
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states that a random sample would be preferred, but the size of his study area makes this 

impractical.   

 Sometimes, samples are located purposefully to measure pre-defined conditions 

within the landscape.  Sites within alluvial and residual soils are hand selected by Wallin and 

Hardin (1996) for their study of trail-related soil erosion in Ecuador to make comparisons 

between degradation found in each environment.       

 Some procedures take a census of pre-defined trail degradation problems.  For 

example, a problem assessment method is employed by Marion (1994) to target and 

characterize problems and management efforts on trails in Great Smoky Mountains National 

Park.  The problem assessment method measures and records every obvious and severe trail 

degradation problem, and any management efforts (e.g. muddy soils, excessive incision, 

water bars, drainage dips, mud puddles, and excessive width).   

 Systematic point sampling is more appropriate when the objective is to characterize a 

continuous type of phenomena, while a complete census of problems is more appropriate 

when a characteristic can be pre-defined and occurs infrequently (Marion and Leung 2001, 

Farrell and Marion 2001/2002).  Leung and Marion (1999b) examine the influence of 

systematic point sampling interval in the accuracy of trail impact (problem) assessment.  

Their study indicates that sampling intervals less than 100 m result in only a 10% accuracy 

loss, while sampling intervals of 100 to 500 m result in approximately 50% accuracy loss.   

 A variety of sampling procedures have been employed since the 1970’s.  The selected 

method is often related to the type of degradation investigated.  For tread incision and width, 

the stratified and systematic trail transect approach is popular.   For surveys of trail problems, 
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the problem assessment or complete census method is frequently selected.  Table 5 

summarizes several studies and the selected sampling procedure. 
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Table 5.  Summary of sampling procedures. 

Property 
Surveyed Trail Transect Problem 

Assessment Description Citation 

Trail incision X  40m systematic 
interval 

Sutherland et al. (2001) 

Trail incision X  purposeful 
placement of 
permanent transects 

Winham and Comfort (1996)  

Trail incision X  purposeful 
placement of  
permanent transects 

Yoda and Watanabe (2000) 

Trail incision X  permanent transects  Summer (1980) 

Trail incision X (quadrats)  randomized 
complete block 

DeLuca et al. (1998) 

Trail incision X (quadrats)  Stratified Liddle and Greig-Smith (1975) 

Trail incision by 
water 

X (quadrats)  purposeful Garland (1987) 

Trail incision and 
width 

X  Stratified Dale and Weaver (1974) 

Trail incision and 
width 

X  systematic .5km 
interval 

Bratton et al. (1979) 

Trail incision and 
width 

X  Stratified Bryan (1977) 

Trail incision and 
width 

X  approx 100m 
Interval 

Leonard and Whitney (1977) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X  Stratified random Sun and Liddle (1993) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X (quadrats)  systematic Bhuju and Ohsawa (1998) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X  randomly stratified 
systematic 

Hall and Kuss (1989) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X (circular plots) systematic 150 m 
interval 

Bright (1986) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X (quadrats)  Stratified Parikesit (1995) 

Veg. disturbance 
and trail incision 

X  systematic Sharrat et al.  (1998) 

Problems  X problems of 3m or 
greater 

Leung and Marion (1999a) 

Problems   X problems of 50m or 
greater 

Nepal (2003) 
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2.3.2 Measurement of Trail Degradation 

 There are several ways to measure trail degradation.  Most measurement techniques 

attempt to quantify the incision or width of a trail.  Some studies describe in detail the 

technique utilized, but only one (Farrell and Marion 2001/2002) comparatively assesses the 

applicability of more than one measurement.  

2.3.2.1 Incision 

 Deluca et al. (1998) and Sutherland et al. (2001) measure incision and trail roughness.  

A link chain is laid across the trail tread to conform to the profile of the trail tread.  The total 

length of the chain is measured, and then the straight-line distance between the trail edges is 

measured.  Determination of the edge of the trail is a qualitative judgment.  The two 

measurements are then used to calculate a Saleh roughness factor (SRF) (Saleh 1993) using 

the following formula: 
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SRF 1100     Equation 1 

where, (sld) is the straight line distance and (pd) is the profile distance. 

 
 

 
In general, trail tread incision can be measured with two methods (Hammitt and Cole 

1998, Leonard and Whitney 1977).  One is a detailed method and involves the establishment 

of a taut line placed across a trail tread, from which depth measurements are taken at fixed 

intervals.  An alternative to the first method is a rapid technique where the depth of the trail 

tread is measured at the point of maximum incision.  Although a distinction is made between 
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these two methods by comparing the maximum incision measurements from the current trail 

tread surface and the post trail creation surface, measures from both methods are significantly 

related to the trail grade (Farrell and Marion 2001/2002). 

Warner and Kvaerner (1998) take a more technical approach to measuring trail 

incision by photographing the trail’s tread simultaneously with two cameras.  The 

photographs are then used to develop digital terrain models of the trail tread.  The accuracy 

of their measurements is found to be within 1% of total volume.  While this method is highly 

precise, it is time consuming and requires a high level of technical expertise. 

2.3.2.2 Width 

 A few studies describe in detail the methods used to measure trail tread width.  

Leonard and Whitney (1977) establish permanent trail transects to measure changes in a 

trail’s tread, they state that the trail boundary is the point between exposed soil or bedrock 

and trailside vegetation.  Dale and Weaver (1974) mention the measurement of width 

(measured with a rigid pole), but not the criteria for deciding the boundaries of a trail.  The 

pole is then used as a baseline from which the depth of the trail is measured. 

 Monz (2000) defines the boundaries of a trail tread as the interface where no 

observable trampling of adjacent vegetation has occurred.  Lance et al. (1989), however, 

make a distinction between the different parts of a trail path.  In the middle is a bare earth 

path, and on each side is a zone of damaged vegetation.  The total width of a path, according 

to their work, is the bare earth portion plus the zone of damaged vegetation.  They also note 

that the measurement of the bare earth portion is less subjective than the measurement of the 

zone of damaged vegetation.   
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The border between a trail’s tread and the surrounding landscape is not discreet in 

nature, but should be thought as a transition zone where the density of plant litter increases 

along with a gradual colonization of plant seedlings.  The difficulty of measuring the incision 

and width of a trail due to the lack of clear–cut boundaries on the trail tread is first noted by 

Dale and Weaver (1974).  Lance et al. (1989) further clarifies the nature of a trail tread 

boundary as a “transition zone” outside a zone of bare soil on the sides of the trail tread.  The 

transition zone where plant litter becomes more prevalent is where the surveyor must 

delineate the trail tread boundaries.   

2.3.3 Evaluation of the Literature Related to Trail Assessment Methods 

One of the most significant gaps in the literature on trail assessment methods is 

related to the measurement of incision and width.  While it has been established that the 

boundary of a trail’s tread is not discrete, but there has been little discussion about how 

measurement of this boundary can influence other measures of trail degradation.   

The uncertainty of where a trail tread boundary is located influences not only the 

measurement of a trails’ width, but also the measurement of incision.  Where there is 

incision, the edges of a trail tread are typically sloped, thus, the further away from the trails 

center the edge of the tape measure is placed, the larger the resulting measure of incision.  

Figure 2 illustrates how the identification of the trail tread boundary can influence the 

measurements of incision and width. 
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Figure 2.  Delineation of the trail tread boundary can influence measurements of incision and width. 

 

 

Farrell and Marion (2001/2002) touch on this issue in their analysis of post 

construction incision vs. traditionally measured incision.  However, within other studies, the 

subjective delineation of a trail tread boundary by multiple surveyors working on a single 

study could result in artificially introduced variability within measures of incision and width.  

Subsequent models developed to predict incision and width as dependent variables would 

lose power due to the introduced uncertainty. 

One way to avoid this problem is to ensure consistency in the inevitably subjective 

placement of a trail tread boundary.  As long as the surveyor(s) is(are) consistent in the 

subjective placement of the border of the trail tread, the measurements should be more 

comparable to each other and more useful in statistical analyses. 

Consistency in the measurement of any feature on a trail for the future use in a trail 

degradation model will improve that ability of a model to explain variability.  It is just as 

important for the independent variables like slope, aspect, trail alignment angle, curvature, 
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and position on the landform to be measured as precisely as possible.  Computing 

measurements in a GIS system may be one way to eliminate the inevitably introduced 

artificial variability due to minor error introduced when these variables are measured in the 

field.  The following section reviews how GIS has been used in the past in the study of trail 

degradation.  

2.4 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

 A recent survey of approximately 350 trail managers notes that over 75 percent of 

their representative agencies have found value in the use of GIS for inventory, planning, and 

management purposes (Lynch et al. 2002).  Half of the trail managers that did not already 

have internal GIS capabilities plan to use GIS in the future (Lynch et al. 2002).    

Even though the usefulness of GIS is well established within the park management 

community, only a few studies have used data derived from GIS to model trail degradation.  

For a more comprehensive literature review, studies related to geomorphic models of general 

landscape degradation are included.  The idea that trail degradation is, in part, due to natural 

geomorphic processes is well established within the field of trail degradation (Chappell 1996, 

Coleman 1981, Bryan 1977).  Therefore, the inclusion of GIS and geomorphology related 

literature is a natural extension of the GIS and trail degradation literature review. 

The following review is divided into two general sections.  First, studies related to the 

application of GIS technology to recreational hiking trails are discussed, and second, the 

literature on the application of GIS technology to derive data for input into geomorphic 

models of general degradation is examined. 
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2.4.1 GIS and Recreational Hiking Trails 

The literature related to GIS and recreation hiking trails extends from applications to 

management problems, to applications to trail design and the prediction of trail degradation 

problems.  The following review of GIS and trail literature discusses the types of GIS 

applications found within the trail literature. 

2.4.1.1 Application to Trail Management  

Much of the GIS and management literature is related to the analysis and tracking of 

visitor use and park resources.  Wing and Shelby (1999) survey visitation in McDonald 

Forest, Oregon and apply the data to linear features representing trails using a GIS dynamic 

segmentation technique.  The result is a spatial representation of density of use within the 

park.     

McIntyre and Weeks (2002) use GIS to study the impacts of illegal immigration on 

Cleveland National Forest in California.  Maps of the existing formal trail network 

maintained by park personnel are entered into the GIS system.  Social trails, campsites, and 

other impacts by immigrants are mapped with the use of a Global Positioning System (GPS) 

and then entered into the GIS system.  GIS is then used to determine the total length of new 

trails and amount of disturbed ground cover.  This descriptive information of impacts is then 

combined with estimates of numbers of illegal immigrants to calculate a per-immigrant 

impact on the park. 

Leung et al. (2002) apply GIS to spatially enable a Visitor Experience and Resource 

Protection Framework (VERP) study.  Various existing data layers from state and federal 

sources are combined with local data collected using a GPS.  Among the local GPS data 
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collected are social trails, which are classified into four categories.  Intersections between 

social and formal trails are identified with the use of aerial photographs.  The locations of 

social trails are then compared with mapped environments sensitive to visitor impacts.   

Aporta (2003) combines the use of GPS with GIS applications to record the 

traditional routes and places used by the Inuit of Igloolik eastern Canada.  The author notes 

that use of a GPS unit to record coordinates of trails and places used by the Inuit is 

straightforward, flexible, and inexpensive.  The GPS coordinates are then used to map 

Igloolik trails and resources.   

GIS is also used as a tool to predict use patterns and wildlife conflicts.  Harris et al. 

(1995) use GIS to model locations where human activities are likely to intersect with 

sensitive wildlife.  Use data and wildlife habitat data are mapped.  Areas where use and 

habitat overlap are considered potential areas of conflict.  Schumacher et al. (2000) apply 

GIS techniques to predict spatial patterns of public land use.  They use GIS techniques to 

determine locations where human activity is likely to conflict with sensitive species in Lolo 

National Forest.  U.S. Census Bureau data, 30 m resolution Digital Elevation Models 

(DEMs), land ownership, and transportation infrastructure geographic data are analyzed 

using raster GIS techniques in a 90 m grid resolution to predict the intensity of human use in 

the park.  This is compared with spatially predicted locations of sensitive species to 

determine where conflicts are likely to occur.   

New advances in computer technology may make the simulation of user behavior on 

landscapes possible.  Gimblett and Itami (2004) use object-oriented programming and GIS to 

develop a computer-based framework in which users are randomly generated and placed 

within the park.  The program generates summary statistics for physical and visual 
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encounters with the landscape and other users on a pixel basis along an existing or proposed 

trail network. 

2.4.1.2 Application to Trail Planning and Design  

One way GIS has been applied to trail planning and design is through the 

identification of areas suitable for the location of trails.  Bridgeland et al. (2002) survey trails 

in Nova Scotia, Canada, and then map their biophysical factors (aspect, drainage, slope, 

elevation, soil, vegetation, land district, and surface material) that may be correlated with 

classes of trail degradation.  The geographic layers found to be correlated with degradation 

classes are then used to assess suitability for hiking trail development.  In Bridgeland’s study, 

aspect, elevation, and slope are computed from 1:50,000 DEMs. 

Several researchers have investigated the usefulness of least cost pathway algorithms 

in delineating initial trail alignments.  Xiang et al. (1996) incorporates aspect, soil types, 

vegetation types, construction costs, land acquisition costs, and visibility to develop a score 

for each 16-meter resolution pixel, and then uses a least cost pathway algorithm to delineate a 

new trail alignment.  Tamerius and Xiang (1997) apply a similar technique for the location of 

cross country ski trails.  Ferguson (1998) also applies least cost pathway algorithms based 

entirely on landform slope to generate a GIS-designed trail alignment.   

GIS least cost pathway algorithms are also used as a research tool by Ganskopp et al. 

(2000) to determine if cattle select least-effort pathways when traveling over a landscape.  

Existing cattle paths are compared with GIS-computed least cost pathways across the same 

terrain.  The paths chosen by the cattle are found to be slightly more efficient than the paths 

chosen by the GIS system, but the paths are very similar and only deviate from each other 
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slightly.  The cattle are thought to be better at averaging over long distances, while the GIS  

is restricted by the ability to look only “one step” ahead.  Even though Ganskopp’s 

application is to cattle trails, the methods used in the study may be of interest to trail 

designers, especially in the assessment of the level of energy (or difficulty) required by 

humans to hike trails.   

2.4.1.3 Application to Trail Degradation Models 

Lu et al. (1994) develop a model for new trail alignment that weights each land parcel 

by its suitability to both support degradation-resistant trail treads and the availability of 

scenic views.  Factors used to develop suitability scores are slope, soil type, vegetation type, 

and frequency of viewshed opportunities.  The land parcels with associated suitability scores 

are then converted to polygon centroids.  The centroids are then connected using network 

analysis procedures.  A report is generated that shows the route with the highest suitability 

score. 

Queen et al. (1997) use GIS to develop an integrated road impact model that assesses 

the economic, ecological, and recreational impacts of forest logging roads.  Buffers and 

overlays form the basis of the model.  Within the model, existing road networks are used to 

quantify existing recreational opportunities.  A user may enter new road segments and re-run 

the model to determine the increase in recreational opportunities due to the additional road 

segments.  Recreation opportunities are reported within the framework of the Recreational 

Opportunity Spectrum (ROS), additional physical recreation opportunities based on new 

access to physical features, recreation opportunities pursued on the road segment itself, and 
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new aesthetic opportunities (visual experiences). The model is only recommended for 

implementation in resolutions or scales larger than 1:24,000.   

Arrowsmith and Inbakaran (2002) use GIS to derive variables for use in a model of 

environmental resiliency for the location of hiking trails.  Various environmental variables  

are surveyed, and then GIS is used to interpolate the survey data across space to a 100 m 

raster grid.  Slope and aspect are derived for survey locations by computing a triangular 

irregular network (TIN) from contour lines.  Amount of sunlight is computed using a 

sunshade algorithm that takes into account the position of the sun and terrain.  Digital 

vegetation data is obtained from a recent draft management plan.  Soil type data is derived 

from the vegetation classes.  No evaluation of the effectiveness or accuracy of GIS derived 

data is performed. 

A model of hiking trail trampling sensitivity is developed by Whinam et al. (2003).  

The model is based on data derived from experimental trampling sensitivity in several 

vegetation communities and GIS derived slope categories.  The slope categories are 

developed based on 10 m DEMs computed from contours.  Vegetation and slope classes are 

combined to model trampling sensitivity.  Whinam et al. point out that the scale of 

geographic information available affects the application and use of sensitivity maps, and that 

their study results in regionally, not locally, applicable sensitivity maps.  They also note that 

small geographic scale variability of local drainage can influence trampling sensitivity.  

Whinam et al. are not able to resolve these small geographic details with the 1:25,000 scale 

vegetation maps. 

Dixon et al. (2004) establish permanent field survey locations to collect data to model 

trail impacts (degradation).  A GPS is used to accurately georeference the survey locations 
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where data about incision, tread width, width of vegetation impact, drainage, tread surface, 

geology, soil depth, and terrain gradients are recorded.  Dixon et al. note that much of the 

data included in the model can be derived in a GIS system, however GIS derived data would 

represent regional, as opposed to local scale data.  For this reason, Dixon et al. survey in the 

field all of the variables used in their degradation model.  

2.4.2 Use of GIS in Geomorphic Models of Landform Degradation 

The literature related to models of landform degradation, and the use of GIS derived 

data within these models is comparatively well developed.  The following review focuses on 

how GIS techniques are used to resolve problems associated with landform degradation (the 

transport of soil from one location to another). 

The use of various scales of DEMs in the study of geomorphology is gaining 

popularity (Dehn et al.  2001).  Chappell (1996) uses DEMs to study the spatial variation of 

processes in the redistribution of soil.  Chappell’s study creates indices of erosion that help to 

identify areas susceptible to water and aeolian processes.  Elevation values are used from a 

30 m DEM to interpolate a new 5 m resolution DEM.  The new 5 m DEM is then used to 

model erosional processes by computing slope gradients and catchment areas.  Chappell does 

not evaluate the effectiveness of the use of the DEM, but does indicate that the transport 

model is effective. 

McKenzie and Ryan (1999) use 625 m DEMs to compute elevation, relief, aspect, 

slope, curvature, topographic index, and contributing and dispersal area.  These DEM based 

measurements are then combined with other measurements to predict soil properties using a 

generalized linear model.  Various statistical models are explored and the generalized linear 
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model is found to be superior for practical application and the prediction of spatially sampled 

observations from a continuous type surface.  When selecting the scale of resolution of the 

DEM from which to survey, McKenzie and Ryan note that the scales at which the process 

operate should be the guide. 

McMillan et al. (2000) use DEMs to classify soil-landform elements automatically. 

The most commonly computed landform attributes of slope, aspect, and curvature among 

other landform attributes are computed based on “high resolution” DEMs.  The DEM based 

measureme nts are then used in a fuzzy classification system to classify various landforms for 

precision farming. 

2.4.3 Evaluation of the Literature Related to GIS, Trails, and Degradation 

The usefulness of GIS in recreation planning and management is firmly established, 

however the use of GIS to derive variables for input into trail degradation models is still in its 

infancy.  Where GIS has been used to derive variables for use in statistical degradation 

models, there has been no assessment of the validity or applicability of the derived 

information.  There is a large knowledge gap regarding how well the selection of resolution 

reflects the underlying geomorphic process that act upon a trail tread and result in trail 

degradation.  This research explores issues related to the use of DEMs for trail degradation 

modeling and attempts to develop models that include GIS-derived data that perform either 

as well or better than existing models.  The following section details how the objectives of 

this research advance the state of knowledge related to the use of GIS to derive variables for 

trail degradation modeling. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVES 

The literature review presents the existing body of research that is focused on the 

factors influencing trail degradation, trail assessments, and trail survey methodologies.  GIS 

has been applied to some trail research, but its full capabilities in this arena have yet to be 

explored.  This study attempts to complete the linkages between trail degradation, trail 

assessments and surveys, and GIS to model trail degradation.  In this dissertation, three 

general objectives build upon each other to form an exploratory study that develops models 

of trail degradation indicators (incision, width, and specific extreme problems), and quickly 

and efficiently populates those models with acceptable landform data.   

These objectives are to: 

1. Determine which of the manually field measured land form variables can be 

replaced with GIS-derived measures.   

2. Explore the effect of replacing field measured landform variables with GIS-

derived landform variables in trail degradation models.   

3. Describe the spatial distribution of extreme trail degradation problems in 

relation to landform characteristics. 

The following Methods section details how each objective is approached.  The 

Methods section is followed by details of Results, a Discussion and Conclusion. 
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4.0 METHODS 

To fulfill the objectives of this research, field surveys were performed in the April of 

2004 to collect information about degradation (incision, width, and a census of problems) 

experienced on an existing 5 km loop trail in William B. Umstead State Park in North 

Carolina.  Landform characteristics that were found in the literature to influence trail 

degradation (slope, trail grade, trail alignment angle, soil texture, aspect of landform, 

surrounding vegetation, trail position (valley, ridgetop, midslope), spreading/collecting 

landform shape, and soil moisture) are surveyed in the field.   The field assessment consists 

of two separate surveys, one based on systematic point sampling to characterize general trail 

conditions, and the other based on a census of extreme degradation problems.  These surveys 

yield two populations of data that will be treated separately in the following statistical 

models.   

The statistical models are based on data related to landform characteristics measured 

at the sample locations in the field and from digital data sources in the GIS environment.  A 

significant aspect of this research is the comparison of models using these field measures to 

models employing readily available digital data (e.g., USGS Digital Elevation Models) at 

different resolutions. 

4.1 Study Area 

4.1.1 Location 

William B. Umstead State Park is located between Raleigh and Durham, North 

Carolina, and is accessible from Interstates 40 and 540.  The 541 acre park was formed in 
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1934, when federal and state agencies purchased the land to create the park.  At that time, 

most of the tracts purchased were depleted farmlands.  In 1934 the Civilian Conservation 

Corps constructed the park and forests have since returned.  The park was selected for this 

study because it receives heavy use and has trails with significant degradation problems.  

Figure 3 shows the location of William B. Umstead State Park in the State of North Carolina, 

and a more detailed map of the area and the location of the trail. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.  Location of William B. Umstead State Park and Sycamore Trail (ESRI 1999/2000). 
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4.1.2 Physical and Ecological Characteristics 

The forest around the trail is a mix of deciduous and evergreen, but is not considered 

“old growth” (North Carolina Division of Parks and Recreation 2005).  William B. Umstead 

State Park is located is the Southern Mixed Forest ecological province (Bailey 1995). 

The loop portion of Sycamore trail is approximately 5 km long and is not surfaced with any 

manufactured or man-made material.  The trail travels through valley, mid-slope, and ridge 

landform locations.  Figure 4 shows the trail and the surrounding topography.  A vertical 

exaggeration factor of 2 has been applied to highlight topographic differences. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.  Sycamore Trail and surrounding topography (topographic source:  USGS 2005c). 
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The soils upon which the trail was built are mostly sandy loams.  These loams range 

in texture from finer sandy loams to more coarse gravelly sandy loams.  Figure 5 below 

shows detailed soil types around the trail (Wake County 2005). 

 

 

 

* White background 
indicates soils not 
coincident with trail 

 
Figure 5.  Soil types upon which Sycamore Trail is constructed (Wake County 2005). 

 

4.1.3 Use and Management 

In 2002, the park experienced over 380,000 visits (North Carolina Division of Parks 

and Recreation 2005).  The amount of use of any individual trail within the park is unknown.  

It is established that use plays a role in trail degradation, and likely interacts with landform 

characteristics to influence trail degradation (Whinam and Comfort 1996, Coleman 1981, 
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Summer 1980, Bryan 1977, Dale and Weaver 1974).  To study an existing trail, one must 

either quantify the amount and type of past and present use, or control for it.  Helgath (1975) 

notes that trails “with the same amount of use throughout still would have variable amounts 

of deterioration dependent on site factors.”  The only practical way to examine these site 

factors is to select a loop trail with a restricted type of use.  This does not mean that a bicycle, 

horse, or motorized vehicle has never been used on the trail, but we can infer that these types 

of use are only occasional.   

In May of 2002, a census of trail degradation problems was performed by some 

summer interns from local universities under the direction of park management staff.  At that 

time, the trail showed a variety of problems.  Table 6 below lists the problems found, the 

number of incidences, and the total length of each problem type surveyed.   

 

 
Table 6.  Summary of Sycamore Trail Problem Assessment Survey performed in 2002 by park management and 
interns (Bouldin 2004). 

Problem Number of incidences Total Length of problem (m) 
Braiding 4 0 

Compaction 63 2457 
Cupping 72 1934 

Other Damage 1 0 
Puddles 3 59 

Social Trails 63 0 
Trail Creep 21 0 

 

 

A team of park rangers professionally manages Umstead State Park.  Ranger Scott 

Bouldin stated in January of 2004 that since the survey of 2002, some maintenance has been 
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performed on the trail tread, but little had been performed in the park within the six months 

prior to April 2004.   

4.2 Field Survey Methods 

The field survey yields two types of data.  Information from the systematic point 

survey provides details about the overall condition of the trail, and yields two continuous 

type indicators of degradation (tread incision and width).  The complete census of problems, 

also termed a “problem assessment”, is a categorical indicator identifying the presence of 

degradation problems.  These problems include mud puddles, excessive root exposure, 

excessive width, and multiple trail treads (Monz 2000).   

For the systematic field survey, both incision and width were measured at fixed intervals 

along the trail.  Survey locations were 50 meters apart along the trail tread.  Incision was 

measured at these locations by measuring the maximum depth of the trail.  Width was measured 

by measuring the bare ground width of the trail at that location.  Because a trail tread boundary 

is difficult to discern, the width is rounded to the nearest 5 cm.  The taut measuring tape used to 

measure the width is also use as the base from which the depth of incision is measured.  Other 

characteristics measured were trail grade, slope, trail direction, and direction of slope.  Some 

environmental characteristics assessed were the presence of any material other than soil on the 

tread, the surrounding forest type, and the soil type.  The forest type (mixed evergreen and 

deciduous) and general soil type (sandy loams) did not vary along the trail. 

For the problem assessment survey, all of these same attributes were measured at every 

location that was identified as a problem.  In addition, the type of problem and length of the 

problem were noted.  Only problems that were 3 m or more in length were recorded.   
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If a problem location fell within approximately 15 m of a systematic point location, the 

systematic survey location was skipped, the problem location was surveyed, and the next 

systematic point was included.  This only occurred at two locations.  This was done to avoid 

including problems, which by definition are anomalies in the condition of the trail tread, in the 

population of systematic point data. 

Overall, 98 locations were assessed.  Seventy-eight of those locations were systematic 

survey points, and 20 were trail degradation problem locations.  Trail degradation problems 

constituted only 2.7% of the linear length of the trail.  Appendix E shows the coordinates of 

survey locations and indicates if that location was considered a degradation problem.  

 Detailed field survey procedures and methods of measurement can be found in 

Appendix A. 

4.3 Digital Data Sources 

Many commonly surveyed landform characteristics can be derived from one of 

several readily available data sources within a GIS system:  30 m Digital Elevation Model 

(DEM), 10 m DEM, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR).   

The DEMs are available from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and are raster-type 

data sources arranged in a grid of pixels.  Each pixel houses information on the coordinates 

of that pixel and an elevation value.  The size of the square of earth each pixel represents is 

referred to as the DEM’s resolution.  The USGS 7.5 – minute quadrangle 10 m and 30 m 

resolution DEMs utilized in this study were developed by the USGS through the 

interpolation of contours found in Digital Line Graph (DLG) data (USGS 2000). 
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LIDAR is a point data source collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), and is highly accurate.  Measurements of elevation are collected 

from an aircraft-mounted instrument that shoots a laser beam of light toward the ground, then 

measures the distance based on the reflection of the light.  The nominal point spacing of 

LIDAR data collected in eastern North Carolina is approximately 3 me ters (Federal 

Emergency Management Agency 2003).   

The bare-earth LIDAR data is downloaded from a web-based mapping tool called NC 

Flood Mapping Information System that can be found at http://www.ncfloodmaps.com.  

DEMs at resolutions of 3 m and 5 m were then interpolated from the bare-earth elevation 

measurements downloaded from the NC flood mapping information system.  The 5 m 

resolution was selected based on Chappell’s (1996) soil redistribution study.  The 3 m 

resolution was computed to correspond to the size of problem surveyed for the problem 

assessment survey, and the nominal point spacing of the LIDAR data.  GIS procedures were 

then applied to perform a complete landform-related trail assessment based on each DEM 

data source individually. 

4.4 GIS Methods to Derive Data Related to Landform Characteristics 

The first objective of this study is to determine if the same measurements surveyed in 

the field can be replicated in a digital environment with the use of DEM data sources.  To 

accomplish this, computational methods must be developed.  The following details the 

procedures used to perform the digital surveys and derive measurements of slope of 

landform, trail position on landform, aspect, trail alignment angle, grade of trail, and the 

curvature of the landform upon which the trail is located.   
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Digital surveys must be performed at the same locations as the surveys conducted in 

the field.  This can be achieved with the use of GPS equipment (McKenzie and Ryan 1999).  

During the field survey, GPS coordinates are collected at survey locations and used to ensure 

that measurements are computed for the same locations in the GIS system.   

A unique identifier for each survey location enables the establishment of a relational 

database within which all measurements, regardless of source, are stored.  A single row 

contains all the trail assessment measurements from field, 30 m, 10 m, 5 m, and 3 m sources.  

Columns identify what the measurement is, and from which source it is derived. 

4.4.1 Slope 

Slope can be identified as the steepest downhill slope for a location on a given 

surface.  Within ArcGIS (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1999/2000), slope 

values are calculated either as percent slope (Equation 2) or degree of slope (Equation 3): 

 

   ( ) 100∗= Run
RisepePercentSlo    Equation 2 

 

   ( )Run
RiseeDegreeSlop 1tan−=    Equation 3 

 

If a raster data set (DEM) is used for calculation, slope values are calculated using a 3 by 3 

matrix (Figure 6).  For the center pixel (X) it returns the maximum rate of change over each 

cell and its eight neighbors.   
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Figure 6.  Center pixel and eight neighboring pixels for calculating slope within GIS in a raster dataset. 

 

 

 
The survey location point file is then converted into an ArcInfo coverage, and the 

value of slope for each pixel corresponding to the geographic location of a field sample point 

is recorded using the LATTICESPOT function in ArcInfo. 

4.4.2 Roughness (Substitute for Trail Grade)  

The only difference between the algorithm of the slope calculation above and the 

calculation of a trail grade is the need to compute the formula based on a specific direction.  

Slope is calculated based on all neighboring cells (in all directions) and the maximum result 

is reported.  Grade is calculated similarly, except the values are solely based on the trail 

direction (Figure 4).  Computationally, this can be difficult because of the need to compute 

the grade of the trail based on the elevation both above and below the survey point.   
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Figure 4.  Difference between percent slope and percent grade of a trail segment.  

 
 
 

To automate trail grade calculation, the following steps are taken in GIS environment. 

First, each survey point location is buffered to half the distance of the input data source 

(DEM) resolution (buffer A).  This results in buffers with a diameter equal to the resolution 

of the data source.  The buffers are then assigned the survey points’ unique identifier by 

relating the OID field of the point and buffer shapefiles.  The buffers are then used to clip the 

line representing the location of the trail.  The line file was recently created by the state park 

service with the use of a GPS machine.   

The shapefile of line segments is then converted to an ArcInfo coverage, at which 

time the CLEAN and BUILD functions are performed on the file.  The ArcInfo 
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SURFACELENGTH function is then used with the line segments and grid elevation data 

source to determine the surfacelength of the trail line segments.   

Surfacelength can be thought of as the length of a rope or chain if it were loosely laid 

along the surface of the trail tread. This length is longer than a straight-line horizontal length.  

The straight-line horizontal length of each trail segment is known because buffers were used 

to clip the lines. Basically, horizontal length is equal to the resolution of the input data 

(DEM) or twice the size of the buffer used.  

The Pythagorean theorem states that the square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is 

equal to the square of the rise plus the square of the run (horizontal length), therefore: 

 

 22 LengthHorizontalgthSurfaceLenRise −=    Equation 4 

 
 
 
Then percent trail grade is calculated as: 
 
 

 100∗




= LenghtHorizontal

RisedePercentGra    Equation 5 

  

To assign the final measurement of percent grade back to the points representing each 

survey location, a spatial join is performed between the buffer file and the line segment file.  

The buffers are then joined back to the shapefile of point locations.  The Calculate function is 

used to transfer the percent grade measurements permanently to the point file. 

The technique explained above has a limitation in that the roughness of the trail tread 

can influence the resulting measurement (Figure 5).  Because rise is calculated first based on 

surface length (Equation 5), trail grades will be different depends on the trail roughness.  
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Some may argue that this technique is in actuality, a measure of roughness (surface 

variability) and is therefore similar to the SRF measure described in the literature review of 

trail degradation measurement techniques (Saleh 1993).   

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Effect of trail roughness on trail grade.  Trail A has more surface length than Trail B which results 
different trail grade calculations.  (Dotted line represents 3D (elevation) variability)  
 

 

4.4.3 Aspect 

The aspect algorithm returns the compass direction of the maximum rate of change in 

slope.  Flat areas are assigned an aspect of –1 (Environmental Systems Research Institute 

1999 and 2000).  The aspect of a cell can also be thought of as the direction of the slope of 
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the cell.  Each data source is used to calculate the aspect for each cell of the input data set.  

The LATTICEPOINT function in ArcInfo is used to assign the aspect value of each cell 

corresponding to a survey location. 

4.4.4 Trail Alignment Angle 

Trail alignment refers to the topographic location of a trail in relation to local 

landforms.  The trail alignment can be expressed by the slope alignment angle.  The slope 

alignment angle is the orientation of the trail tread relative to the slope of the landform and is 

measured in degrees from 0 to 90.  To compute the trail alignment angle, a new column for 

each data source is added to the database of survey results.  The previous aspect calculations 

above are copied to these columns.  If the aspect measurement is greater than or equal to 180 

degrees, 180 is subtracted from the measurement. 

The LINEDIRECTION function in ArcInfo is then used to calculate the direction of 

each segment of trail within a user-defined circular neighborhood.  The returned value is 

between 0 and 360 degrees.  The LATTICESPOT function is then used to record the 

measurements at each trail survey location.  To obtain measurements between 0 and 180 

degrees, 180 is subtracted from values greater than or equal to 180. 

The result of the aspect calculation above is subtracted from the result of the 

LINEDIRECTION calculation and the absolute value is recorded.  To obtain an acute angle, 

90 is subtracted from values greater than 90 degrees.  The result is the trail alignment angle. 
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4.4.5 Trail Position 

To identify valley bottoms and ridgetop locations, 1 m interval contours are generated 

from each grid data source.  The contours are then displayed using a continuous color scheme 

based on the associated elevation values.  Lower elevation values are displayed in darker 

shades than higher elevation values.  Troughs and ridges are identified subjectively, and new 

shapefiles are created to house lines representing these locations.   

The lines are then buffered at a distance of 15 m on either side.  Survey point 

locations that fall within the buffers are selected using the ArcGIS “select by location” 

function.  Ten new columns are added to the shapefile of field survey point locations (a ridge 

and a valley column for each resolution).  The number 1 is placed in the corresponding 

record of each survey location that fell within a ridge or a valley. 

4.4.6 Curvature (Water Gathering/Spreading) 

The shape of a landform can be flat, convex, or concave.  This shape can spread, or 

gather rain water.  Figure 7 below illustrates different types of curvature.  The convex 

sections are considered spreading landforms, while the concave sections are considered 

water-gathering landforms (Fels 1994, Troeh 1964). 
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Figure 7.  Landform shapes (Fels 1994, Troeh 1964). 

 
 

To compute the curvature of the landform, the ArcInfo CURVATURE algorithm was 

used.  The Environmental Systems Research Institute (1999 and 2000) description of the 

algorithm, is detailed in Figure 5 below: 
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Figure 5.  Curvature Algorithm.  Environmental Systems Research Institute (1999 and 2000). 
 
 

 

The algorithm returns a value between -4 and 4.  Positive values indicate that the cell 

is in a convex 9-cell neighborhood, and a negative curvature indicates that the cell is in a 

concave 9-cell neighborhood.  A zero indicates a flat surface.   

To compare this continuous value of curvature with the field categorical value of 

spreading and collecting, the reported GIS-derived curvature values are rounded to the 

nearest whole number.  Positive values are classified as spreading, and negative values are 

classified as collecting landforms.  Zero values are classified as neither spreading or 

collecting. 
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The result of all the GIS-based and field-based measurements is five complete trail 

assessments, each based on a different source of data (field, 3 m LIDAR based DEM, 5 m 

LIDAR based DEM, 10 m DEM, and 30 m DEM).  The trail assessments are combined into a 

single table.  Table 7 lists the columns housed within the combined trail assessment table. 
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Table 7.  Columns housed within the table of combined trail assessments. 
Survey location unique identifier 
X geographic coordinate of survey location (Albers Equal Area, Meters) 
Y geographic coordinate of survey location (Albers Equal Area, Meters) 
Slope from field measurement 
Slope from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Slope from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Slope from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Slope from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Trail grade from field measurement 
Trail grade from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Trail grade from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Trail grade from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Trail grade from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Trail alignment angle from field measurement 
Trail alignment angle from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Trail alignment angle from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Trail alignment angle from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Trail alignment angle from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Position on landform from field data (V, M, R, refer to appendix A)  
Valley Position on landform from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Valley Position on landform from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Valley Position on landform from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Valley Position on landform from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Ridge Position on landform from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Ridge Position on landform from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Ridge Position on landform from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Ridge Position on landform from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Aspect from field measurement  
Aspect from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Aspect from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Aspect from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Aspect from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Landform curvature from field measurement (S, C, or N, refer to appendix A)  
Landform curvature from 3 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Landform curvature from 5 m resolution data source (interpolated LIDAR) 
Landform curvature from 10 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Landform curvature from 30 m resolution data source (USGS DEM) 
Soil moisture from field survey (N, D, or W, refer to appendix A)  
Tread soil texture from field survey (1-9, refer to appendix A) 
Forest type from field survey (H, M, E, W, refer to appendix A)  
Percent rock on trail tread from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
Percent pebble on trail tread from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
Percent bare soil on trail tread from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
Percent grass on trail tread from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
Percent plant litter on trail tread from field survey (refer to appendix A) 
Width measured in cm from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
Incision measured in cm from field survey (refer to appendix A)  
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4.5 Objective 1 Methods: Comparison of field and DEM based GIS 
surveys 

The field data collected from the trail are compared with data collected at the same 

locations using GIS techniques.  GPS coordinates collected in the field are used to ensure that 

GIS DEM based measurements are calculated at the same locations as field survey points.  

To ensure spatial accuracy, at least 10 GPS readings are collected and averaged at each point. 

Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients are computed to statistically 

determine if GIS DEM based surveys resulted in measurements linearly related to those 

taken in the field.   

4.6 Objective 2 Methods:  Models of Trail Degradation  

To achieve objective two, models of trail degradation are specified.  In modeling trail 

degradation, this dissertation considers whether a single data source can be used to replicate 

the performance of a field based trail degradation model.  It also assesses if there is a better 

way to model trail degradation based on all the available information.   

4.6.1 Models of Incision and Width 

To determine if a single data source can replicate the performance of a field-based 

trail degradation model, models of two trail degradation indicators (incision and width) are 

developed based on the field survey data.  The appropriate statistical technique to model the 

dependent variables of incision and width is then explored by examining dependent variables 

and their relationship with potential independent variables.  First, frequency distributions are 

computed for the dependent variables, and then scatter plots of the dependent and 

independent variables are graphed.  Finally, evidence of spatial autocorrelation within the 
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dependent and independent variables is searched for.  Spatial autocorrelation is present when 

values for observations are more or less alike depending on their geographic proximity to 

each other.    

Multiple linear regression assumes independence of observations within the 

dependent variable.  Data collected geographically may violate this assumption and lead to 

spatially autocorrelated residuals (Brandmeyer et al.  2003).  To examine the extent of spatial 

autocorrelation in the dependent and independent variables, semivariograms were computed.  

It is assumed that the same measurements from various sources will exhibit the same nature 

of spatial autocorrelation, therefore representatives of each type of measurement are selected 

for analysis of spatial autocorrelation.  Semivariograms are computed for incision, width, 

slope, and trail grade variables.  Curvature and location on landforms from the field surveys 

were not examined in this manner because they are not continuous variables.  However, 

curvature from the digital data sources is continuous, therefore a semivariogram was 

computed for the 3 m data source.  A lag distance of 100 m and a maximum lag of 10 is used 

to compute the semivariograms. 

Results of these diagnostics, and previous methods used to model of trail degradation 

(Gager and Conacher 2001, Godwin 2000, Jubenville and O’Sullivan 1987, Garland et al. 

1985, Coleman 1981) point to the use of multiple regression to model incision and width.  

The model is first developed with field data, then the independent variables are substituted 

with variables collected from each of four resolution DEMs (3 m, 5 m, 10 m, and 30 m 

DEM).   

The independent variables in the models of incision are aspect, trail alignment angle, 

trail grade, slope, valley, ridge, spreading, collecting, bare, the interaction of spreading 
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landforms and trail grade, and the interaction of trail grade and trail alignment angle.  The 

valley and ridge variables are dummy variables where the midslope category is the omitted 

category.  The spreading and collecting variables are also dummy variables and “neither” is 

the omitted category.  Bare indicates if the trail tread is composed of bare soil, and is a 

dummy variable.  The omitted category of bare indicates that there is other naturally 

occurring material on the trail tread like rocks, pebbles, or grass. 

There is a slight difference in the models based on GIS-derived data.  The dummy 

variables that indicate spreading, collecting, and neither are represented by a continuous 

variable called curvature.  Positive values of curvature indicate spreading landforms, and 

negative values of curvature indicate collecting landforms.  A value of 0 indicates a flat 

landform.  This change also influences the interaction variable of spreading landform and 

trail grade, which is in turn represented by an interaction between curvature and trail grade. 

The systematic data were examined for outliers.  After the models are specified, the 

studentized residuals are computed.  The studentized residual is a tool that allows the analyst 

to detect outliers and is the residual divided by the standard error (SAS 1999/2001).  This 

method of analysis enables one to detect observations where the relationships between the 

dependent and independent variables are atypical.  Studentized residuals revealed one outlier 

within the systematic data sample.  Although not specifically tested, the likely reason for this 

observation being eliminated is that it fell on the seam of a 30 m DEM tile.  Figure 8 shows 

the observation and its location on the trail. 
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Figure 8.  Observation removed from analysis (topographic data source USGS 2005c). 

 

The adjusted r2s of the models are reported in the results section, but the models are 

evaluated based on their performance through the use of a jackknife procedure (Efron 1982).  

The jackknife withholds every observation for each resolution model, re-computes the 

regression using the remaining observations, and predicts the withheld observation using the 

newly computed intercept and slope parameter estimates.  The jackknife procedure is 

implemented by modifying an algorithm developed at the University of Texas at Austin 

(2005).  The jackknife macro can be found in Appendix B.   
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4.6.2 Better Models of Incision and Width 

Objective two also examines the assumptions that field based models are best, and 

that landform characteristics should be surveyed from a single DEM data source.  To study 

these assumptions, all independent variables collected from all sources are combined into one 

model, and a forward stepwise r2 regression is performed (Friendly 2004).  

The forward stepwise r2 regression examines the combined effect of the independent 

variables and reports combinations of variables found for groupings of 1-n where n=total 

number of independent variables.  The first step in this type of procedure is to find the single-

variable model that produces the highest r2.  Then, all possible combinations of two variables 

that result in an improvement in r2 are computed and reported.  This is repeated for 3 and 4 

variables all the way to n variables where n = number of possible independent variables.  In 

each possible combination of variables, only those independent variables that have a p-value 

of 0.1 or less are considered for inclusion.  Possible combinations are reported by groups of 

number of independent variables.  For each group, the combinations are ordered by r2, the 

adjusted r2 and Mallow’s Cp statistic (SAS 1999-2001). 

After the results of the forward stepwise r2 regression model selection procedure are 

reported, the analyst must first select the number of variables to include in the final model 

and then use the model specification from that group that performs best.  To decide the 

number of variables to model, the computed model, r2 is graphically plotted against the 

number of variables.  Where the increase in r2 begins to decline with the addition of 

variables, there is relatively less improvement from adding variables to the model. 

There are limitations to the use of the forward r2 stepwise model selection method.  

One is the effect of multicollinearity within the entire pool of variables available for 
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inclusion.  When correlated variables are among the independent variables in a regression 

model, this can artificially inflate the r2 measure.  To minimize the effect of this, the adjusted 

r2 and Mallow’s Cp statistic are used to evaluate the reported combinations for each group.  

If a highly correlated variable is added to the model, this will increase the degrees of freedom 

without adding more explanatory information about the dependent variable.  In this case, the 

r2 will increase by the adjusted r2 will not show as much, if any increase.  

The variables included in the final selected model, and the models predictive 

performance are evaluated using a jackknife procedure to determine if any of the 

assumptions of the first part of Objective Two can be overturned.  

4.7 Objective 3 Methods:  Exploration of Specific Trail Degradation 
Problems 

The models developed in the discussion of Objective Two are aimed at predicting 

general trail degradation, however park managers are also concerned about specific trail 

problems.  Objective Three of this study explores the spatial distribution of degradation 

problems, and their relationships with landform characteristics.  Of the two techniques 

utilized to examine trail degradation problems, one explores relative spatial distribution, and 

the other explores relationships between problems and landform characteristics.   

4.7.1 Examination of Spatial Nature of Trail Problems 

To explore the spatial distribution of degradation problems, a Getis-Ord Gi statistic is 

computed within ArcGIS to identify spatial clusters of statistically significant high or low 

values of each indicator of trail degradation (incision and width).  A high value Gi-statistic 

indicates that values above the mean are found near each other.  A negative value Gi-statistic 
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indicates that low values are found near each other.  For a value to be considered statistically 

significant at the 0.05 level, the reported Gi statistic for an observation must be either above 

1.96 or below –1.96 (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1999/2004, Ord and Getis 

2001). 

For this study, all the systematic and problem assessment survey observations of 

incision and width are combined to compute the Gi-statistic.  Statistically significant Gi 

values are mapped against a background of topography to visually assess if clusters form in 

specific types of topographic landscapes.  Two maps are generated, one for statistically 

significantly clustered observations of incision, and another map for width. 

4.7.2 Examination of Relationship Between Trail Problems and Landform 
Characteristics 

The relationship between landform characteristics and the occurrence of a trail 

problem (mud puddle, wet muddy soil, extreme incision or gullying, root exposure, excessive 

width) is examined using a different technique.  The independent variables from the final 

models of incision and width developed in Objective Two, sampled at each problem location, 

are combined and used for cluster analysis. 

Cluster analysis is a “multivariate procedure for detecting natural groupings” (Wulder 

2002).  To study trail degradation and measured landform characteristics, a single linkage 

Euclidean distance form of cluster analysis is performed.  Only those observations where 

problems occurred were used as inputs for the cluster analysis.  The dependent variable of 

problem type was not included as an input parameter in the cluster analysis.  

 A unique numeric identifier associated with every problem assessment survey point 

was used for output from the cluster analysis, but not included as a variable upon which to 
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base similarity for the formation of clusters.  The unique identifiers were then used to 

associate the individual members or observations in the cluster analysis output with the type 

of problem surveyed. 
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5.0 RESULTS 

5.1 Field Survey Results 

Field surveys were performed on the 5 km loop portion of the trail by the researcher 

with an assistant.  The systematic point survey was performed at 50 m intervals and yielded 

78 survey points.  The problem assessment survey yielded records of 20 problems.  Figure 9 

shows the locations of systematic survey points and Figure 10 shows where degradation 

problems were noted on the trail. 
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Figure 9.  Locations of systematic survey points (topographic source:  USGS 2005c). 
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Figure 10.  Locations of degradation problems (topographic source:  USGS 2005c). 

 

 

From the systematic survey, the average width of the trail is 127 cm and the average 

incision is a little over 4 cm.  Approximately one half of the trail is located on midslope 

landform locations, 35 percent in valley bottom, and 15 percent in ridgetop locations. The 

problem assessment survey shows and average width of 258 cm and incision of 8 cm.  Table 

8 characterizes the general incision and width of the trail. 
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Table 8.  General characterization of Sycamore Trail incision and width. 
 Incision (cm) Width (cm) 
 Systematic Survey Locations (n=78)  

Mean 4 127 
Minimum 1 70 
Maximum 16 345 

Standard Deviation 2 43 
 Problem Assessment Survey Locations (n=20)  

Mean 8 258 
Minimum 3 50 
Maximum 19 550 

Standard Deviation 4 130 

 
 
 
Survey procedures were repeated once for nine points to verify the accuracy of field 

data collection.  These points were re-surveyed when adequate GPS readings could not be 

obtained initially due to the configuration of satellites in the horizon.  When this occurred, 

the survey location was flagged and re-visited at a different time of day for collection of GPS 

readings and a re-survey of environmental attributes.  Table 9 details the degree of difference 

between initial and repeat data collections. 

 

Table 9.  Degree of difference between initial and repeat field measurements (n=9). 
Measurement Type Difference between initial and repeat field measurements 

Trail grade 1% avg. difference 
Trail direction 14 degrees avg. difference 

Slope of landform 2% avg. difference 
Landform direction (aspect) 11 degrees avg. difference 

Incision 1 cm avg. difference 
Width 7 cm avg. difference 

Spreading/collecting landform curvature 7 of 9 the same 
Landform position 7 of 9 the same 

Soil moisture 9 of 9 the same 
Soil texture 9 of 9 the same 
Forest type 9 of 9 the same 

Trail surface materials 7 of 9 the same 
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5.2 Objective 1 Results:  Comparison of Field and GIS-Based 
Measurements 

The first objective is to determine which, if any, of available sources of elevation data 

(30 m and 10 m DEM, and 3 m and 5 m interpolated LIDAR DEM) can be used to automate 

and replace field-based surveys of landform attributes.  Tables 10 through 23 characterize 

each type of trail or landform measurement by the source from which each was measured, 

and the degree of correlation between the measurements taken from various sources.  The 

correlation coefficients highlighted in red and noted by an * are statistically significant at p < 

0.05.     

 

Table 10.  Percent trail grade measurement summary by data source. 
Source Mean Min Max Std. Dev. 

Field –Collected 5.2 0.0 25.0 5.5 
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 20.7 1.3 60.7 12.8 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 20.5 1.0 60.9 13.0 

GIS, 10 m DEM 8.2 0.0 25.8 6.5 
GIS, 30 m DEM 7.3 0.0 50.6 7.4 

 
 

 

Table 11.  Percent trail grade Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 
 Field-Collected GIS, 3 m 

LIDAR DEM 
GIS, 5 m 

LIDAR DEM 
GIS, 10 m 

DEM 
GIS, 30 m 

DEM 
Field - Collected 1     

GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.74* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.73* 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.26* 0.33* 0.33* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM 0.20 0.09 0.10 0.17 1 
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In table 10, the mean trail grade from each source ranged from 5.2 to 20.7 percent.  It 

is interesting to note that the mean trail grade for the 3 and 5 m LIDAR DEM data sources is 

significantly higher than the measurements from other data sources.  At first glance, this 

appears to be an error, however there are valid reasons behind the apparent differences.  In 

the field, the tool used to measure percent slope is called a clinometer.  The clinometer 

measures the percent slope between points A and B.  In the field, the surveyors stand 30 m. 

apart and measure the slope between those two points, ignoring any variation in the landform 

between the two points.  The GIS computes the percent slope based on the rise and run on a 

grid.  The comparative points on the grid are the adjacent pixels.  The distance of these pixels 

is influenced by the resolution or size of the pixels.  Thus, the percent grade computations 

based on the larger pixel resolutions more closely replicate the measurements taken in the 

field. 

Given the way the percent grade is computed in the field and in the GIS system, it is 

not a surprise that the 10 and 30 m. resolution data sources yield values similar to those taken 

in the field.  It is surprising that the 3 m and 5 m data sources, along with the 10 m data 

source are correlated with the field measurements.  It could be that even though the 

measurements themselves are higher and reflect smaller scale measurements, their variability 

is similar to the field measurements. These issues will also be reflected in table 12 which 

summarizes the percent slope measurements. 

Table 11 shows that trail grades measured from the 3, 5, and 10 m resolution data 

sources were significantly correlated with measurements taken in the field. 
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Table 12.  Percent slope of landform measurement summary by data source. 

Source Mean Min Max Std. Dev. 
Field -Collected 11.4 0.0 70.0 13.3 

GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 44.5 2.5 162.8 30.7 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 44.2 3.0 159.9 30.1 

GIS, 10 m DEM 13.1 0.0 47.9 10.2 
GIS, 30 m DEM 9.7 0.4 49.7 7.9 

 
 
 
Table 13.  Percent slope of landform Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field-Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field - Collected 1 .    
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.82* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.83* 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.27* 0.29* 0.31* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM 0.26* 0.15 0.16 0.11 1 

 
 

From tables 12 and 13, the mean slope of landform measurements for each source 

ranged from 9.7 to 44.5 percent.  All slope measurements from GIS sources were 

significantly correlated with the slope from the field measurements.   

 
Table 14.  Aspect of landform measurement summary by data source. 

Source Mean Min Max Std. Dev. 
Field-Collected 168.7 0 343 92.1 

GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 184.6 45.8 310.9 64.7 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 184.5 49.6 297.8 63.4 

GIS, 10 m DEM 169.6 0 314.5 75.7 
GIS, 30 m DEM 149.1 2.8 337.5 88.9 

 
 
 
Table 15.  Aspect of landform Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.66* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.67* 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.52* 0.54* 0.56* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM -0.06 0.14 0.13 0.06 1 
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From tables 14 and 13, the mean aspect for various data sources ranges from 149 to 

approximately 185 degrees.  The 3, 5, and 10 m data source measurements for aspect were 

statistically significantly correlated with the field-collected measurement of aspect. 

 
 

Table 16.  Trail alignment angle measurement summary by data source. 
Source Mean Min Max Std. Dev. 

Field-Collected 36.2 0 90 36 
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 41.4 0.3 85.9 26.5 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 43.2 0.1 88.8 28.3 

GIS, 10 m DEM 41 1.7 89.8 26.8 
GIS, 30 m DEM 41.5 2 86.3 25.2 

 
 
 
 
Table 17.  Trail alignment angle Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.1 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.1 0.69* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM -0.09 0.07 0.13 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM -0.04 0.05 -0.02 0 1 

 
 
 
 From tables 16 and 17, the mean trail alignment angle ranges from 36 to 43 degrees. 

None of the GIS source trail alignment angle measurements were statistically significantly 

correlated with the field – collected measurements.  The 3 and 5 m data source measurements 

however are statistically significantly correlated with each other.  The lack of correlation 

with the field data could be related to the fact that trail alignment angle is not directly 

measured, and can only be calculated from the measurement of the trail direction and the 

direction of the slope of the landform.  In the field, only a certain amount of precision can be 
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obtained.  The uncertainty associated with the combined field measurements may have 

confounded the ability to make comparisons with the GIS measurements. 

 

Table 18.  Number of spreading, collecting, and neither landform measurement summary by data source. 
Source # spreading # collecting # neither 

Field-Collected 18 19 61 
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 38 46 14 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 42 38 18 

GIS, 10 m DEM 24 36 38 
GIS, 30 m DEM 5 13 80 

 
 

Table 19.  Collecting landform Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.44* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.41* 0.73* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.21* 0.20* 0.23* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM 0.15 0.30* 0.25* 0.06 1 

 
 

Table 18 shows that the majority of the sample locations were neither obviously 

spreading or collecting landform types.  When GIS is used to compute curvature, the 

distribution changes for the 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m, data sources.  More data collection locations 

are noted to be either collecting or spreading than neither.  This is likely due to the ability of 

the GIS to detect more subtleties in the landform than the human eye.  The 30 m data source 

results in measures that appear most similar in distribution to the field data source.  However, 

table 19 shows that curvature from the 30 m source is the only data set that is not correlated 

with the field measurements.   
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Table 20.  Trail position measurements by data source. 
Source # valley # ridge # midslope 

Field-Collected 27 12 59 
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 38 6 54 
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 38 6 54 

GIS, 10 m DEM 30 1 67 
GIS, 30 m DEM 6 1 91 

 
 
 
Table 21.  Valley Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.27* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.27* 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.34* 0.65* 0.65* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.19 1 

 
 
 
Table 22.  Ridge Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.56* 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.56* 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.1 1 

 
 
 
Table 23.  Midslope Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients by data source. 

 Field - Collected GIS, 3 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 5 m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 10 m 
DEM 

GIS, 30 m 
DEM 

Field-Collected 1     
GIS, 3 m LIDAR DEM 0.18 1    
GIS, 5 m LIDAR DEM 0.18 1* 1   

GIS, 10 m DEM 0.12 0.52* 0.52* 1  
GIS, 30 m DEM 0.21 0.06 0.06 0.14 1 

 
 
 

Table 20 indicated that the majority of sample locations were classified as midslope.  

This was followed by valley, and then ridgetop locations.  In table 21, the 3, 5, and 10 m 
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resolution data sources for valley alignment measurements were correlated with field 

measurements of valley alignments.  Table 22 shows that only the 3 m and 5 m GIS data 

source classifications of ridgetop alignments were correlated with the field measurements.  

None of the GIS data source classifications of midslope alignment were statistically 

significantly correlated with the field classifications of midslope alignment (table 23).   

The 3 m and 5 m measurements were correlated with the field measurements in all 

but two cases (trail alignment angle and midslope location).  Additionally, the 3 m and 5 m 

measurements were always correlated with each other.  In fact, most of the measurements of 

the 3 and 5 m. data sources are almost identical to each other.  This is likely due to the fact 

that they were both interpolated from the same original data source (LIDAR), and the 

resolutions are very close to each other.  The 30 m resolution data source measurements were 

correlated with the field measurements only once (percent slope of landform).  This indicates 

that the 30 m resolution data source measurements are, in most cases, different from 

measurements taken in the field. 

5.3 Objective 2 Results:  Models of Trail Degradation 

The second objective of this research is to model trail degradation.  To develop 

models of incision and width based on the field data, it is important to understand the nature 

of the dependent and independent variables.  Frequency distributions of values of incision 

and width (dependent variables) from the systematic field survey are computed.  These 

distributions are shown in Figure 11 and visually indicate normality.  
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Figure 11.  Frequency distribution of incision and width from systematic point survey (n=78). 

 
 

 
To detect spatial autocorrelation within the dependent and independent variables, 

semivariograms were computed.  Figure 12 shows the semivariograms for the field-collected 

variables incision, width, slope, and grade.  In addition, Figure 12 contains a trail curvature 

semivariogram for the 3 m LIDAR GIS data.  This substitution was used because trail 

curvature is a categorical measure in the field data and therefore not appropriate for 

autocorrelation analysis.  
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Figure 12.  Semivariograms of field measured incision, width, slope, grade, and GIS-derived curvature 
from 3 m data source. 

 

 

None of the semivariograms of sampled trail data show particularly strong spatial 

autocorrelation.  This could be due to the fact that sample observations were taken from a 

linear feature on the landscape (trail).  Because samples were obtained on a trail, the spacing 

of the observations is restricted and therefore not representative of an overall surface.  The 

possibility that this would mask evidence of spatial autocorrelation in a semivariogram is 

explored by computing a semivariogram for data known to exhibit strong spatial 

autocorrelation (LIDAR data) based on the linear feature.  LIDAR points that were within 1 

m of the GPS representation of the trail tread were selected, then a semivariogram was 

computed for these data.    Figure 13 demonstrates that spatial autocorrelation is readily 
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apparent even though the sample was selected based on a linear feature.  Again, a lag size of 

100 m, and a maximum number of lags of 10 was utilized. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Semivariogram of LIDAR data. 

 
 
 
The interval used for field surveys could be too large to capture spatial 

autocorrelation within the data.  When there is spatial autocorrelation, pairs of observations 

that are closer together are more alike up to a certain distance (called the sill).  After that 

distance, they are no more similar to each other than they are to the rest of the data.  The 

distance interval used in field sampling could be larger than this sill distance, and thus 

obscure any spatial autocorrelation.   

In the LIDAR example above, the general sample distance is only 3 m, while the 

sample distance in the field collected data for this study is 50 m.  The absence of spatial 
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autocorrelation within the data will allow the use of a general linear model, like regression to 

model trail degradation. 

5.3.1 Models of Incision and Width 

Each set of measurements (or each trail assessment based on individual sources), are 

used as independent variables to model the field-surveyed measures of trail tread incision and 

width.  An adjusted r2 of 0.42 for incision and an adjusted r2 of 0.09 for width is found for the 

field collected data model using the following independent variables: trail position, trail 

grade, slope of landform, aspect of landform, trail alignment angle, collecting landform 

(categorical), spreading landform (categorical), valley bottom (categorical), ridgetop 

(categorical), bare soil on tread (categorical), interaction of slope and spreading landform 

(Leung and Marion 1996), and the interaction of trail alignment angle and trail grade (Yoda 

and Watanabe 2000, Bryan 1977 ).  Tables 24 and 25 detail the results of the models of 

incision and width based on field data. 

 
 

Table 24.  Model of incision based on field data (unstandardized data). 
Variable Parameter Estimate Standard Error t value p-value 
Intercept 3.26178 0.55849 5.84 <.0001 
Aspect -0.0023 0.00358 -0.64 0.5221 
Interaction of slope and spreading landform 0.14143 0.15567 0.91 0.3669 
Interaction of grade and trail alignment angle 0.000665 0.00153 0.44 0.6644 
Valley location -0.78402 0.58554 -1.34 0.1852 
Ridge location 1.12259 1.32105 0.85 0.3985 
Spreading landform -2.18059 1.3727 -1.59 0.1169 
Collecting landform -0.26093 0.71858 -0.36 0.7177 
Bare soil on tread 1.1211 0.63032 1.78 0.0799 
Trail alignment angle -0.00225 0.00945 -0.24 0.8121 
Grade of trail 0.07034 0.08304 0.85 0.4 
Slope 0.09525 0.02119 4.49 <.0001 
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Table 25.  Model of width based on field data (unstandardized data). 
Variable Parameter Estimate Standard Error t value p-value 
Intercept 95.0298 11.89155 7.99 <.0001 
Aspect -0.00291 0.07618 -0.04 0.9697 
Interaction of slope and spreading landform -4.59835 3.31453 -1.39 0.17 
Interaction of grade and trail alignment angle -0.068 0.03251 -2.09 0.0403 
Valley location -0.0473 12.46743 0 0.997 
Ridge location -18.8581 28.12804 -0.67 0.5049 
Spreading landform 43.43157 29.22781 1.49 0.142 
Collecting landform 26.86918 15.30017 1.76 0.0837 
Bare soil on tread 19.08656 13.42087 1.42 0.1597 
Trail alignment angle 0.25948 0.20114 1.29 0.2015 
Trail grade 4.88517 1.76808 2.76 0.0074 
Slope 0.23413 0.45126 0.52 0.6056 

 

 

When GIS-DEM based measurements were used in place of field-measured variables, 

in general, the strength of the models increased as the resolution of source data increased.  

The GIS-based model with the highest adjusted r2 for incision (adj. r2 = 0.37) was developed 

from the 5 m resolution source data.  The 5 m resolution source data model also had the 

highest adjusted r2 for width (adj. r2 = 0.10), and surpassed slightly the model based on field 

data.  Table 26 details the adjusted r2 for each model by source of trail assessment 

measurements.  

 
Table 26.  Adjusted r2 values for each model by data source. 

Source Adj. r2 for incision Adj. r2 for width 
Field Collection 0.4178 0.0967 

3m resolution grid interpolated from LIDAR 0.3686 0.0737 
5m resolution grid interpolated from LIDAR 0.3722 0.1029 

10m Digital Elevation Model 0.1961 -0.0147 
30m Digital Elevation Model 0.1651 0.0725 
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A jackknife procedure is performed to further assess the performance of the various 

models.  Table 27 summarize the mean, min, max, and standard deviation of the predicted 

values and residuals for the incision and width models compared to the actual field measured 

values.  Appendix C contains detailed tables of the jackknife predicted and residual values 

for each observation in all 10 models.   

 
Table 27.  Summary table for the mean, min, max, and standard deviation of the predicted values and residuals 
for the incision and width models compared to field measured values. 
  Predicted Values 
  Mean Minimum Maximum Standard Deviation 

Field measured (actual) 4.3 1 15 2.3 
Field predicted 4.3 1.8 10.2 1.6 
3 m predicted 4.4 0.9 10.5 1.7 
5 m predicted 4.3 0.9 8.3 1.6 
10 m predicted 4.3 0.9 8.9 1.3 In

ci
si

on
 

30 m predicted 3.2 -5.1 5.5 1.4 
      

Field measured (actual) 125 70 345 39.8 
Field predicted 125 90 180 20 
3 m predicted 125 87 184 20 
5 m predicted 125 74 192 20 
10 m predicted 126 73 164 17 

W
id

th
 

30 m predicted 128 -185 189 41 
      
  Residual Values 
  Mean Minimum Maximum Standard Deviation 

Field measured (actual) 4.3 1 15 2.3 
Field predicted 0 -7 7 2 
3 m predicted 0 -7.5 6.5 2.2 
5 m predicted 0 -5.3 6.4 2.1 
10 m predicted 0 -4.6 8 2.3 In

ci
si

on
 

30 m predicted 1.1 -4.5 12.6 2.7 
      

Field measured (actual) 125 70 345 39.8 
Field predicted 0 97 220 44 
3 m predicted 0 89 241 45 
5 m predicted 0 105 228 42 
10 m predicted 1 93 221 44 W

id
th

 

30 m predicted -2 -119 300 57 
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For incision, the model based on field measurements performed most strongly with a 

residual standard deviation of 2 cm.  In general, the 5 m data source most closely matches the 

strength of the field data with only a 0.1 cm difference.  A comparison of minimum and 

maximum residuals indicates that the model based on the 5 m data source trail assessment 

performs slightly better than the field based trail assessment model in predicting outliers.  

This may be an indication that GIS–based trail assessments are more precise than field–based 

trail assessments.  The results of this study show that GIS trail assessments based on 5 m 

interpolated LIDAR data yield landform characteristic measurements comparable to those 

collected in field-based trail assessments. 

For width, the model based on 5 m resolution interpolated LIDAR data performed 

most strongly with a residual standard deviation of 42 cm.  The 5 m resolution model 

outperformed the field-based model by 2 cm.  The 10 m resolution USGS DEM based model 

performed best when predicting outliers, and performed comparably overall with the field-

based model. 

In general, the field and 5 m data source models are approximately 50 percent 

accurate when predicting a removed observation for incision, and the 5 m width model was 

approximately 34 percent accurate.   

5.3.2 Better Models of Incision and Width 

To develop better models of incision and width, a forward r2 stepwise analysis of all 

possible combinations of independent variables was performed.  Table 28 lists all variables 

provided as inputs into to forward r2 stepwise regression.    
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Table 28.  All possible input variables for r 2 stepwise analysis. 
 Source 

Variable Field 
Collected 

GIS, 30m 
DEM 

GIS, 10m 
DEM 

GIS, 5m 
LIDAR DEM 

GIS, 3m 
LIDAR DEM 

Aspect x x x x x 
Valley (categorical) x x x x x 
Ridge (categorical) x x x x x 

Midslope (categorical, omitted 
dummy) 

x x x x x 

Spreading (categorical) x     
Collecting (categorical) x     

Landform curvature  x x x x 
Trail tread composed entirely of 

bare soil (categorical) 
x     

Trail tread not  composed entirely of 
bare soil (omitted category) 

x     

Grade x x x x x 
Slope of landform x x x x x 

Trail alignment angle x x x x x 
Interaction of trail grade and 

spreading categorical variable 
x     

Interaction of trail grade and 
landform curvature 

 x x x x 

Interaction of trail grade and  
alignment angle 

x x x x x 

 
 
 

The highest reported r2 for each group of variable combinations selected in the 

stepwise regression were plotted.  Figures 14 and 15 detail the increase in r2 as variables are 

successively added to the model.  For incision (Figure 14), as the number of variables in each 

combination increases, r2 increases sharply up to approximately 9 variables, with an r2 of 

over 0.65.  For the dependent variable width (Figure 15), r2 increases steadily until 

approximately 16 variables are included in each combination, yielding an r2 of approximately 

0.55.  After this point, adding variables does not have as much impact on the r2.   
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Figure 14 .  Stepwise regression of incision. 

 

 

 

R-squared Stepwise Regression For dependent Variable 
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Figure 15.  Stepwise regression of width.  

 

Groups are possible combinations of variables where the total number of variables is 

1 – n where n = the total number of independent variables in the pool.  Once the group (or 

number of variables) is determined, the analyst must select which combination of variables 

for that group is best.  The determination of exactly which combination to use is based 

somewhat on the analyst’s understanding of the relationships within the independent 
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variables, the adjusted r2, and Mallow’s Cp statistic.  For this study, the combination within 

the group with the highest adjusted r2 was selected.   

The selected final model for incision includes 10 variables that were measured from 

all sources (field, 3 m, 5 m, 10 m, and 30 m resolution data sources).  All of the variables are 

significant at the 0.05 level except for aspect (p=0.09).  The selected final model for width 

includes 17 variables from all data sources as well.  Only four of the variables were not 

statistically significant at the 0.05 level:  aspect (3 m.), valley bottom (5 m), slope (10 m), 

valley bottom (field), grade (30 m), slope (30 m).  These variables were included in the 

model because they met the criteria for inclusion (p = 0.1). 

Some variables like valley bottom and slope were included multiple times.  This is an 

indication that there may be multicollinearity within the model, or that a single landform 

characteristic may influence multiple processes at different spatial scales.  Table 29 details 

the selected final models for incision (adj. r2 = 0.6312) and Table 30 details the selected final 

model for width (adj. r2 = 0.4596). 

 
 

Table 29.  Final model for incision (unstandardized parameter estimates). 

Variable Parameter 
estimate 

Standard 
Error T –value p-value 

Intercept 5.54047 0.60213 9.2 <0.0001 
Aspect (3m resolution source) -0.00504 0.00295 -1.71 0.0918 
Interaction of trail grade and landform curvature (3m 
resolution source -0.00372 0.00163 -2.28 0.0259 

Trail alignment angle (5m resolution source) -0.01319 0.00602 -2.19 0.0319 
Landform curvature (10m resolution data source) 0.39543 0.12808 3.09 0.0029 
Interaction of grade of trail and trail alignment angle 
(30m resolution source) 0.00474 0.00087 5.43 <0.0001 

Trail alignment angle(30m resolution data source) -0.03082 0.00911 -3.38 0.0012 
Grade of trail (30m resolution data source) -0.12012 0.03710 -3.24 0.0019 
Valley bottom landform location (field collected data 
source) 

-0.95337 0.44126 -2.16 0.0343 

Slope of landform (field collected data source) 0.10494 0.01428 7.35 <0.0001 
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Table 30.  Final model for width (unstandardized parameter estimates). 

Variable Parameter 
estimate 

Standard 
Error T–value p-value 

Intercept 86.99796 13.96529 6.23 <0.0001 
Aspect (3m resolution source) 0.11987 0.06337 1.89 0.0633 
Landform curvature (3m resolution source) -8.25506 1.37361 -6.01 <0.0001 
Slope of landform (3m resolution source) -10.1779 2.58676 -3.93 0.0002 
Interaction of trail grade and landform curvature (5m 
resolution source 0.29548 0.05775 5.12 <0.0001 

Valley bottom landform location (5m resolution source) 19.66975 10.8224 1.82 0.0741 
Slope of landform (5m resolution source) 10.324 2.64803 3.9 0.0002 
Valley bottom landform location (10m resolution source) 26.55976 12.15821 2.18 0.0328 
Slope of landform (10m resolution source) -0.81744 0.46582 -1.75 0.0843 
Grade of trail (30m resolution data source) 1.59477 1.16579 1.37 0.1763 
Slope of landform (30m resolution source) -1.72109 1.11724 -1.54 0.1286 
Interaction of trail grade and spreading landform 
category (field collected data source) -5.74811 2.72489 -2.11 0.039 

Valley bottom landform location (field collected data 
source) 

-19.4335 10.99424 -1.77 0.0821 

Ridge top landform location (field collected data source) -53.567 23.26907 -2.3 0.0248 
Spreading landform category (field collected data source) 108.1563 26.80676 4.03 0.0002 
Collecting landform curvature category (field collected 
data source) 25.94441 12.23258 2.12 0.038 

Trail grade (field collected data source) 2.83326 0.98963 2.86 0.0057 

 
 
 
 
For the variables that were not statistically significant, a sensitivity analysis is 

performed where each of these variables is removed, and the final models re-computed.  

Table 31 shows the corresponding decrease in adjusted r2 resulting from the removal of each 

of these variables from the final models. 

 

Table 31.  Sensitivity analysis of optimal model variables that were not statistically significant at p <0.05. 
Variable Decrease in adj. r2 

Aspect from 3 m resolution source (incision model) 0.014 
Aspect from 3 m resolution source (width model) 0.05 
Valley bottom landform location from the 5 m source (width model) 0.02 
Slope of landform from the 10 m source (width model) 0.0181 
Valley bottom landform location collected from the field (width model) 0.0185 
Grade of trail from 30 m resolution source (width model) 0.0076 
Slope of landform from 30 m resolution source. (width model) 0.0119 
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It is not surprising that several of the variables were not statistically significant and 

had little impact on the adjusted r2 when removed from the model.  This is an indication that 

these variables may be highly correlated with other variables in the model.  For the remainder 

of the study, the variables were left in the models.  However, further research into the role 

each variable plays in trail degradation will help to clarify the role these variables play and 

whether they should remain as inputs into trail degradation models in the future. 

It is of interest that in some cases the field variables were statistically significant, and 

the GIS-derived variables were not.  The variables of slope in the incision model and trail 

grade in the width model are both field measured variables and statistically significant.  

Slope was found by Coleman (1981) and Dixon (2004) to be an important indicator of 

incision, while trail grade was found by Gager and Conacher (2001) to be an important 

indicator of width.  When slope from the 5 m data source is used as a replacement for the 

field-collected slope measurement, the 5 m source measurement of slope is also statistically 

significant, but the adjusted r2 decreases by approximately 0.1.  For width, when field 

measured trail grade is replaced with the 5 m data source measurement of trail grade, the 5 m 

source measurement of trail grade is also statistically significant, but the adjusted r2 is 

reduced by 0.03. 

A jackknife procedure was used to evaluate the final models of incision and width.  

Table 32 summarizes the predicted and residual values of the jackknife procedures for the 

incision and width final models. 
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Table 32.  Summary of measured, predicted, and residual values for the final incision and width models. 
  Measured (cm) Predicted (cm) Residual (cm) 

Mean 4.3 4.2 0 
Minimum 1.0 -0.1 -5.0 
Maximum 15 11.2 4.7 

In
ci

si
on

 

Standard Deviation 2.3 1.8 1.5 
     

Mean 125 125 0 
Minimum 70 69 -72 
Maximum 345 208 155 W

id
th

 

Standard Deviation 39.8 29 35 

 
 
 

An examination of the jackknife summary results shows that the residual standard 

deviation for the final model of incision is 1.5 cm.  This is a 0.5 cm improvement over the 

field-based model of incision, and a 0.6 cm improvement over the 5 m GIS–based model.  

The final model also better predicts outliers than any of the models based on a single source 

of data.  In general, the final model of incision is approximately 15 percent more accurate. 

The jackknife summary results from the final width model show a residual standard 

deviation of 35 cm.  This is a 7 cm improvement in residual standard deviation over the best 

performing single data source model (5 m resolution interpolated LIDAR).   The final model 

of width also predicts outliers with less error.  In general, the final model of width is 

approximately 5 percent more precise in predicting width over the single data source model 

based on 5 m interpolated LIDAR (which was the most precise model of width based on a 

single data source including field data). 

The improvement in model performance with the final models of incision and width 

is of interest for two reasons.  First, independent variables identified for inclusion in the final 

models were representative of measurements taken from all five data sources (field, 3 m, 5 

m, 10 m, and 30 m resolution sources).  Second, there were instances where the same type of 
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measurement was selected from different data sources (Width optimal model:  grade of trail 

from 30 m source and field source, valley bottom location from 5 m, 10 m, and field sources, 

and slope of landform from 3 m, 5 m, 10 m, and 30 m sources). 

Some of the redundant measurement variables are correlated with each other (valley 

bottom 5 and 10 m sources, slope of landform 3, 5, and 10 m sources,).  The valley bottom 5 

m resolution data source and the slope of landform 10 m were not statistically significant and 

have minimal effects when removed from the width optimal model.  The other variables were 

statistically significant, and not correlated.  Further study of the role they play in trail 

degradation may better clarify their effects. 

5.4 Objective 3 Results:  Exploration of Specific Trail Degradation 
Problems 

5.4.1 Examination of Spatial Nature of Trail Problems 

To explore the spatial distribution of degradation problems, Getis-Ord Gi statistic is 

computed within ArcGIS to identify spatial clusters of statistically significant high or low 

values of each indicator of trail degradation (incision and width).  A high value Gi-statistic 

indicates that values above the mean are found near each other.  A negative value Gi-statistic 

indicates that low values are found near each other.  For a value to be considered statistically 

significant at the 0.05 level, the reported Gi statistic for an observation must be either above 

1.96 or below –1.96 (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1999/2004). 

Because this statistical procedure detects both spatial clusters, and statistically 

significantly high and low values of the measured phenomena (incision and width), the 

population of observations must include both representative observations and outliers.  Thus, 
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the populations of the systematic survey, and observations from the problem assessment 

survey are combined.  

Statistically significant Gi values are mapped against a background of topography to 

visually assess if clusters form in specific types of topographic landscapes.  Figure 16 shows 

where high and low values of width were statistically significantly clustered. 
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Figure 16.  Map of statistically significant high and low values of incision and width (topographic source:  
USGS 2005c). 
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A visual examination of where observations were found to be statistically 

significantly clustered shows that high clustered values of incision were located on the cusp 

of drainage features.  Very low values were clustered well inside drainage features.  Very 

high values of width were clustered in and on the edges of drainage features.  No statistically 

significant clusters of low values of width were detected. 

5.4.2 Examination of Relationship Between Trail Problems and Landform 
Characteristics 

To gain a better understanding of the relationship between landform characteristics, 

and the development of problems on the trail tread, the variables from both the incision and 

width final models are combined and used as inputs to a cluster analysis.  For this analysis, 

only the 20 observations from the problem assessment survey were used.  While no problems 

of extreme incision were found, numerous problems of root exposure were recorded.  Root 

exposure can be a function of the removal or compaction of soil and a symptom of incision.  

Problems surveyed on the trail may exhibit symptoms of either, or both, incision and width at 

any particular problem location.  Figure 17 details the frequency of types of problems found 

on the trail.   
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Figure 17.  Frequency of problems on Sycamore trail. 

 

A cluster analysis of the final model’s independent variables yields a dendogram.  

The dendogram is a visual representation of how the observations of degradation problems 

statistically group (or cluster) based on their similarity using Euclidean distance.  After the 

dendogram is plotted, the analyst must draw a line that differentiates the clusters.   

The actual problem type was not included as a variable in the cluster analysis.  Only 

the independent variables from Tables 29 and 30 were identified as inputs upon which to 

form clusters.  Figure 18 shows the dendogram and the pink line forming groups.  The 

observations in each of the 10 groups or clusters are shaded a unique color.  The surveyed 

problem type has been added to the dendogram figure on the left, but was not a variable upon 

which clusters were formed.  Figure 19 shows the spatial location of the observations, or 
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members, of each group.  Point symbols are shaded the corresponding color of cluster shown 

in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18.  Dendogram and clusters of problems. 
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Figure 19.  Spatial location of group members (topographic source:  USGS 2005c). 

 

For the most part, clusters are not clear or distinct.  Several groups did form due to 

root exposure and excessive width, root exposure, and multiple treads type problems.  It is 

possible that the description or classification of the problem type is too detailed to quickly 

and easily differentiate between groups.  To examine the problems in a less specific way, 
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each problem type surveyed is identified as being either a “wet” problem or “dry” problem.  

A question mark is placed next to those problem types that are neither obviously wet nor dry.  

Figure 20 shows how problem types are aggregated into three new larger categories. 

 

 
Figure 20.  Problem types aggregated into larger categories. 

 

 

The new codes for aggregated categories of problem types are now added to the 

dendogram shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21.  Dendogram with aggregated problem classes.       
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Figure 22.  Spatial location of wet and dry problem types (topographic source:  USGS 2005c).
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Aggregating problem types did help to clarify groups.  In general, wet problem types 

grouped together, and dry problem types grouped together.   Perhaps even more interesting is 

that the problems not known to be a function of either a wet or dry environment did not fall 

within the wet or dry groups, but appear to be somewhat distinct.  

When the wet and dry problem types are mapped, they do appear to generally 

correspond to ridges and valleys within the study area.  Problems that are neither particularly 

wet or dry appear to fall either on the edge or within the valley located in the southwest 

corner of the study area.   

If it is assumed that landform characteristics dictate if a local environment is “wet” or 

“dry”, then the cluster analysis of landform characteristics could be useful to help identify if 

conditions are conducive to the formation of “wet” or “dry” problems. 
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6.0 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study investigates the use of GIS-derived information in trail degradation 

models. Until this point, no methods have been defined to derive landform data in a GIS 

environment for use in both general trail degradation models and models of trail degradation 

problems.  Therefore, this research begins by building the case for the use of GIS-derived 

data in trail degradation models, defines GIS procedures to compute the variables, 

implements the use of these variables in both general degradation and problem-specific 

models, and then further refines the general degradation models, and explores new 

techniques to examine problem-specific models to improve results.   

At each step in the process, numerous choices must be made.  The analyst must first 

determine the spatial scale of the phenomena being measured.  There is a definite lack of 

study related to the spatial scale of processes that act upon a trail to cause degradation.  

Therefore, several likely scales of data and analyses must be performed to determine which is 

appropriate for the measurement of individual variables. 

Once the data have been gathered, the models must be developed and implemented.  

Trail degradation modeling is still in its infancy.  An examination of the handful of studies 

related to predictive models of trail degradation reveals little consistency in dependent 

variable selection and selection of statistical methods thereby making the comparison of 

previous results impossible.  The general and problem-specific models implemented in this 

study were developed specifically for this research and comparative performance differences 
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are examined to highlight changes resulting from the use of GIS-derived variables as 

opposed to field-measured variables. 

The following discussion interprets the results found under each of the stated 

objectives and expands on how certain choices in methods may or may not have influenced 

the results.  Where possible, the implications of each objective are discussed within the 

context of previous work.  However as noted in the literature review, the body of work 

focused on GIS and trail degradation models is sparse. 

6.1 Objective 1 Discussion:  Comparison of field measurements with GIS 
measurements. 

This study demonstrated statistically significant correlations between field measured 

landscape variables and GIS approximations of these same variables.  It has been shown 

through the use of correlation coefficients that some field measurements can be replaced with 

DEM-derived values.   Following this logic, the use of GIS-based measurements instead of 

field-based measurements in a model of trail degradation appears to be appropriate. 

 There are advantages to the use of GIS DEM-based measurements for the study of 

trail degradation.  For small studies where only a few samples are required, the time-saving 

advantage not as significant.  As the total number of samples increases though, the 

advantages of automated surveys are greater.  For example, it took approximately 15 minutes 

for two people to follow the procedures outlined in the field survey manual in appendix A for 

each sample location.  The completion of the entire trail (98 survey locations) took a total of 

about 48 person-hours.  The surveys are not physically challenging to perform, but require 

endurance.  To perform the automated surveys four times (once for each data source), took 
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approximately 30 hours.  This includes data preparation (approximately 10 hours) and 

analysis (approximately 20 hours).  If only a single automated survey were performed on a 

single data source, it could be accomplished by a single person in one 8-hour workday. 

 As the total number of survey locations increases, the total time required by two 

people in the field would increase linearly at approximately 15 minutes/location (total of 0.5 

person-hours).  The automated surveys would only take a few more hours to complete even 

with the addition of hundreds more sample locations. 

 Another obvious advantage to the use of GIS and DEM data is the precision with 

which measurements can be taken.  For example, to measure the maximum direction of slope 

within the field, the surveyors must first visually examine the landscape, and then position 

themselves 15 m from each other along the prevailing slope.  After this, a clinometer is used 

to determine the slope measurement.  Within this procedure there are opportunities for the 

introduction of small human errors at each location.  This introduces uncertainty or small 

inaccuracies into the data.  Uncertainty can, in extreme cases, statistically obscure 

relationships with other variables.  Automated surveys can have other sources of uncertainty, 

but they are more likely to be systematic and easier to detect and correct.  

One result of interest in Objective One is the lack of correlation between the field 

collected trail alignment angle and GIS-derived trail alignment angle.  Among the various 

GIS-derived measures of trail alignment angle, only the 3 m and 5 m sources are correlated 

with each other.  This lack of correlation between field and GIS measures may be due to the 

fact that the trail alignment angle is a composite computed from the direction of the trail and 

the direction of the maximum slope at the survey location.  The combined effect of 
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inaccuracies in the field measurements likely obscured the relationship of the combined 

variable with a combined GIS-computed variable.   

There could be a different reason for the lack of correlation between the various GIS-

measured sources of trail alignment angle. The trail alignment angle is a composite measure 

of the direction of the trail and the direction of the prevailing slope of the landform.  There 

may be a high degree of small-scale variability in the trail alignment angle, making measures 

from more coarse resolution data sources capture a different phenomena.  For example, if a 

winding trail changed compass direction every 5 m, but headed generally to the east, the 5 m 

source would reflect the small variability in direction, while the 30 m source would reflect 

only the general direction of the trail.    

 Another result of interest within Objective One is the lack of correlation between 

field-collected measurements and the 30 m resolution data source.  This may indicate that the 

30 m resolution is too coarse to be a replacement of field-collected data.  In the field, most 

landform measurements are taken by two people standing 15 m apart.  The resolution of a 30 

m DEM cannot replicate measurements taken in the field on a smaller spatial scale.  This is 

especially true if there is variability in the landscape occurring at scales smaller than 30 m.  

Figure 23 is a comparison of 30 m and 5 m resolution DEMs from a section of the study area.  

It is readily apparent that the 5 m DEM captures more detail about the landscape than the 30 

m DEM, and that there is variability in the landscape occurring at a scale smaller than 30 m.  

This would explain why the measurements from the 30 m DEM are different from those 

taken from digital sources and in the field at smaller scales.   
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Figure 23.  Comparison of 5 m and 30 m DEM with darker colors indicating lower elevations (topographic 
source:  USGS 2005c). 

 

 

The spatial resolution of 30 m DEMs could be one of the reasons why GIS is not 

strongly established in the literature as a trail research tool.  Until recently, 30 m DEMs were 

the only readily available source of digital terrain data.  It was possible to use, even with 30 

m DEMs, predictive interpolation algorithms to estimate smaller resolution digital terrain 

data, but these techniques tend to smooth the surface and often fail to predict small-scale 

variability.  The data selected for use should represent the scale of the topographic 

phenomena the researcher wishes to capture for further analysis.  Even given the limitations 
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of this study, it appears that for trails similar to the Sycamore Trail, the use of 5 m resolution 

DEM data is appropriate. 

6.2 Objective 2 Discussion:  Models of Trail Degradation 

6.2.1 Models of Incision and Width 

Some independent variables were found to be statistically significant in the models 

based on field data and some were not.  Table 33 compares the variables found to be 

statistically significant predictors of incision and width and lists other studies with models 

that found these same variables important predictors of trail degradation. 

 
 

Table 33.  Comparison of statistically significant landform variable performance from field models with 
previous study that modeled maximum incision and bare ground width. 

Independent Variable Width Parameter Estimate Incision Parameter Estimate 
Slope 15.7 (2) 0.09525 (1), 0.709 (2) 
Grade 4.88517 (1)  

Altitude 0.10 (2)  
Interaction of grade and trail  

alignment angle -0.068 (1)  
(1) This study 
(2) Coleman (1981) 

 
 
 

Only Coleman (1981) modeled incision and width similarly to this study.  In 

comparing Coleman’s model parameter estimates for width with this study’s results, no exact 

variable matches were found.  However, Coleman’s slope and altitude could be linked to this 

study’s grade and interaction variables. The relative weights of the slope and grade 

parameters also seem to be consistent. 
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In the incision model, slope is positively related to maximum incision in both study 

models.  In Coleman’s model, however, slope appears to have a larger degree of influence.   

Other authors who modeled trail degradation, but not incision and width, have found 

that slope and trail grade are important independent variables in their models.  Jubenville and 

O’Sullivan (1987) and Godwin (2000) found that slope is an important predictor of cross-

sectional area soil loss.  In addition, Dixon et al. (2004) found that slope was a good predictor 

of incision severity.  Nepal (2003)  and Gager and Conacher (2001) found trail grade a good 

predictor of degradation severity classes.  Gager and Conacher also found the grade of the 

track a significant predictor of cross-sectional area soil loss. 

Slope and trail grade are two of the most commonly utilized predictors of trail 

degradation and frequently found to be effective predictors.  The field based models of 

incision and width also complement other findings in the literature.  Trail grade and trail 

alignment angle also lacked statistical significance in Godwin’s (2000) model of cross 

sectional area soil loss.  In addition, Gager and Conacher (2001) also failed to observe 

statistical significance for aspect and trail alignment angle when modeling cross-sectional 

area soil loss and erosion severity classes.  Nepal (2003) did not find aspect to be a 

significant predictor of degradation severity classes.   

Godwin’s (2000) model of cross-sectional area soil loss found that aspect was a 

statistically significant predictor.  This is inconsistent with the models of incision and width 

based on field data and some other studies (discussed above). 

The models of incision and width based on field data are generally consistent with 

previous studies.  When GIS-derived variables from each individual resolution DEM were 

used to replace field-based measurements, in both cases, the 5 m DEM source model 
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performed similarly to the field-based model.  It is interesting to note that for width, the 

model that contained measurements from 5 m interpolated LIDAR-based DEMs performed 

slightly better than the field model.   

The slight improvement of the 5 m DEM-based model over the field-based model for 

width is the first inkling that GIS-based measurements may actually be better suited than 

field-based measurements for trail degradation models.  This could be a function of 

differences in measurement accuracy. 

6.2.2 Better Models of Incision and Width 

The assumptions in the first part of Objective Two that field-based models are best, 

and that landform characteristics should be surveyed from a single data source, are 

challenged in the second part of Objective Two.  All that is required to violate these 

assumptions is the development of a model that includes variables from more than one DEM 

data source that better predicts the degradation indicators of incision and width.  The final 

models do include landform variables surveyed from multiple DEM sources, and are shown, 

through the use of a jackknife procedure, to better predict incision and width.   

Comparison of the results of the final models of incision and width with previous 

studies can be problematic because other studies model different indicators of trail 

degradation.  Coleman (1981), however, did model maximum incision and bare ground path 

width similarly to this study.  The following table (34) compares the parameter estimates 

from Coleman’s study and this study. 
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Table 34.  Comparison of statistically significant landform variable performance from final models with 
previous study that modeled maximum incision and bare ground width. 

Independent Variable Width Parameter 
Estimate 

Incision Parameter 
Estimate 

Slope    
                                 5 m 10.324 (1)  
                                 3 m -10.1779 (1)  
                                 field 15.7 (2) 0.10494 (1),  0.709 (2) 
Grade   
                                 30 m -8.25506 (1) -0.12012 (1) 
                                 field 2.83326 (1)  
Altitude   
                                 field 0.10 (2)  
Interaction of grade and landform curvature    
                                 5 m 0.29548 (1)  
                                 3 m    -0.00372 (1) 
Interaction of trail grade and spreading landform   
                                field -5.74811 (1)  
Trail alignment angle    
                                30 m  -0.03082 (1) 
                                5 m  -0.01319 (1) 
Landform curvature    
                               10 m  0.39543 (1) 
                               3 m -8.25506 (1)  
Spreading landform   
                               field 108.1563 (1)  
Collecting landform   
                              field 25.94441 (1)  
Interaction of trail grade and trail alignment angle    
                              30 m  0.00474 (1) 
Valley location    
                              10 m 26.55976 (1)  
                              field  -0.95337 (1) 
Ridge location   
                              field -53.567 (1)  
(1) This study 
(2) Coleman (1981) 

 

 

In comparing Coleman’s model parameter estimates with those from the final models 

for this study, in only one case (incision) did Coleman find the same independent landform 

variable statistically significant.  In both study models, slope is positively related to 

maximum incision.  In Coleman’s model, however, slope has a larger degree of influence.  
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This study found many other landform variables statistically significant predictors of incision 

and width, and it is likely that there are multicollinearity problems in this study models as the 

relationships of some of these independent variables are unstable.  For example, in the final 

model of width, valley bottom variables were included in the model from four data sources.  

Some of the valley bottom variables are positively related to width, other valley bottom 

variables in the model are negatively related to width.  When the positively related valley 

bottom sources are removed from the model, the sign switches from negative to positive for 

the remaining valley bottom variables.  This problem is discussed further later in the 

document. 

Other studies have modeled other trail degradation indicators.  Other than incision 

and width, cross-sectional area soil loss (Garland et al. 1985, Jubenville and O’Sullivan 

1987, Gager and Conacher 2001), and cross sectional area soil loss adjusted for compaction 

(Godwin 2000), and path width (Coleman 1981) have been used.  The explanatory power of 

models of other indicators of trail degradation has ranged from none (unsuccessful attempt 

noted by Garland et al. 1985) to 66 percent in Coleman’s (1981) model of width. 

The models used in this study for incision and width follow the same statistical 

framework (multiple regression) as models previous developed by Coleman (1981), Garland 

et al. (1985), Jubenville and O’Sullivan (1987), and Godwin (2000).  For incision, the final 

model adjusted r2 indicates that the model accounts for more variability in incision than 

previous models of incision (adj. r2 = 0.6312).  This is comparable to the results Godwin 

(2000) found when he modeled cross sectional area soil loss adjusted for compaction.  

Godwin’s previous models of cross sectional area soil loss were more typical of other 

incision and cross-sectional soil loss models that explain between 35 and a little over 45 
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percent of variability (Coleman 1981, Jubenville and O’Sullivan 1987, Gager and Conacher 

2001). 

The adjusted r2 of the final model of width was 0.4596.  This is lower, but not 

inconsistent with the explanatory power of Coleman’s (1981) model of bare ground width 

that explained 52 percent of variability.  The comparatively stronger prediction power of 

Coleman’s model could reflect a critical difference between the two.  Coleman’s model of 

path width includes independent variables related to use.  Use would naturally be a strong 

predictor of path width for one critical reason.  Unlike incision, use must be present to widen 

a trail tread.  Thus, variation in this use may be a strong predictor of the width of the trail 

tread.  The absence of this independent variable would naturally reduce the explanatory 

power of the model. 

The final models of incision and width contain some independent variables that are 

common to previous models of trail degradation.  By far, the most commonly used 

independent variables are slope and trail grade.  One variable that has not been included in 

previous models is landform curvature.  Landform curvature indicates if the landform 

spreads or collects water.  This variable, and its interaction with the trail grade was found to 

play a statistically significant role in both final models of incision and width.  This is not 

surprising given the role rainwater plays in the degradation process. 

The blind selection method of forward r2 stepwise regression used to develop the final 

models has limitations, but is still a useful technique.  Multicollinearity is evident in the final 

models, therefore comparisons of the application of the models by a jackknife technique was 

used to test and compare the final models with those from single data sources. 
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6.2.2.1 Relationships of Interest Between Incision and Selected Independent Variables 
(final models) 

Some of the individual relationships between variables within the final models are of 

interest.  Trail alignment angle from the 5 m and 30 m data sources is negatively related to 

incision, meaning that as trail alignment angle decreases, incision increases.  This 

relationship was first noted by Bratton et al. (1979) and is corroborated by Gager and 

Conacher (2001), Yoda and Watanabe (2000), and Bryan (1977). 

It is of interest that both the 5 m and 30 m based measures of trail alignment angle 

were statistically significant.  These two variables were also not correlated with each other.  

In their study, McKenzie and Ryan (1999) make the connection between the scale of a 

process and DEM resolution.  The statistical significance of a single measurement at two 

scales begs the question:  could the trail alignment angle be associated with two scales of 

influence, one more local and one more regional?  Local processes could reflect conditions 

found within the immediate vicinity (approximately 15 m around a survey location).  More 

regional processes could be related to landform conditions existing within a larger area 

around the survey location (approximately 90 m).  This complements Dixon et al. (2004) 

speculation that GIS-derived variables could indicate more geographically regional 

variability. 

Trail alignment angle may play a role in the process of degradation at both of these 

scales.  For example, it is possible that locally, trail alignment angle influences the lateral 

spread of hikers.  Often, high trail alignment angles are on steeper slopes.  If the slope were 

very steep, and the trail alignment angle high, hikers may remain in the middle of the trail 

tread.  On a regional level, a generally consistently high trail alignment angle, with a little 
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grade, and long straight sections could allow the trail tread to serve as a catchment area for 

rainfall that is sheeting over the upslope portions of the landform.  The rainwater would sheet 

over the land until it hits a formation that captures and funnels it downhill.  A long, straight 

stretch of trail at the bottom, yet still on the side, of a steep hill with a high trail alignment 

angle and a berm on the outside of the trail tread would cause the trail tread to act as a 

drainage feature.  As the water moved over the surface of the trail tread, it would pick up and 

carry down-tread small soil particles.  When the water on the trail tread hits a level area, 

these particles would be deposited as the water slowed down.   

The statistical significance of both the 30 m and 5 m based measurements of the trail 

alignment angle could also relate to the Gager and Conacher (2001) findings that upslope 

track length is related to incision.  The procedures developed to compute the trail alignment 

angle from the 30 m data source examine a longer length of trail.  If the trail alignment angle 

is capturing runoff from a larger section of trail, there will be a larger volume of water on the 

trail tread.  This would increase the power of natural geomorphic processes.   Further 

research may illuminate the relationships between the scale at which a variable is computed 

and the degradation process the variable represents. 

Another relationship that complements previous research is the positive relationship 

between slope of the landform and incision.   Numerous trail degradation researchers have 

noted this relationship (Dixon et al. 2004, Nepal 2003, Farrell and Marion 2001/2002, Gager 

and Conacher 2001, Coleman 1981, Helgath 1975).  The relationship between slope and 

incision is not surprising.  It is surprising, however, that the blind selection model chose a 

field measure of slope instead of a GIS-based measure.  A sensitivity analysis was performed 

and the field-based measure of slope was replaced with the 3 m DEM based measure of 
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slope.  The adjusted r2 changed from 0.6312 to 0.5242.  As larger resolutions of data source 

were selected for the slope sensitivity analysis, the adjusted r2 continued to decrease. 

The clue to the difference between field measured slope and GIS based measurements 

of slope may lie in the way humans perceive their environment.  It is possible that in the 

field, a human assesses something in addition to slope.  Field procedures tell the surveyor to 

measure the prevailing slope, not the maximum slope (which is computed in the GIS system).  

The selection of the prevailing slope could include a visual scan of the entire surroundings, 

which could encompass the larger landform.    

Valley bottom was also a field-based variable selected for inclusion in the final 

model, however replacement of this variable with measurements from the 30 m data source 

had a minimal impact on the adjusted r2, changing it from 0.6312 to 0.6101.  The negative 

relationship between valley bottom and incision is only indirectly noted in the literature.  If it 

is true that steeper grades (logically upslope sections of trail) are more prone to degradation 

(incision) (Dixon et al. 2004, Nepal 2003, Farrell and Marion 2001/2002, Gager and 

Conacher 2001), then downslope areas are likely to be the recipient of the soil particles that 

were removed upslope. 

A conflicting independent variable relationship of interest is the negative relationship 

of the grade of the trail with incision.  As the grade of the trail increases, incision decreases.  

This could be related to the fact that the majority of observations were taken from midslope 

trail alignments that were, for the most part, perpendicular to the slope of the landform.  

Perpendicular trail alignments are recommended (Bratton et al. 1979).  These perpendicular 

sections of trail were relatively steeper in grade, but showed less incision. For future 
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statistical analyses, this could indicate an interaction between the grade of the trail and slope 

of the landform.  

6.2.2.2 Relationships of Interest Between Width and Selected Independent Variables (Final 
models) 

The final model for width included more independent variables than the model for 

incision.  The blind model selection method chose to include all four digital measures of  

slope of the landform.  Measurements from the 10, 3, and 5 m data sources are correlated 

with each other.  It is interesting that the 3, 10, and 30 m measurements of landform slope are 

negatively correlated with width, while the 5 m measurement of landform slope is positively 

correlated with width.  This is likely an effect of the multicollinearity found within the 

model.  When the correlated 3 m variable is removed, the adjusted r2 decreases by 0.12, but 

the effect of the 5 m data source measurement of slope changes from positive to negative.  

The negative relationship between slope and width is well documented within the trail 

degradation literature (Nepal 2003, Leung and Marion 1999a, Bryan 1977). 

Valley bottom location measurements from the 5 m and 10 m, and field data sources 

were included in the final model.  Again, the valley bottom locations were positively related 

with trail width in the case of the digital source measurements, but the field-measured valley 

bottom locations were negatively correlated with trail widths.  All of these measurements are 

correlated with each other.  When the digitally measured variables are removed from the 

model and the model is re-computed, the relationship between field-measured valley bottom 

locations remained negative and the adjusted r2 was reduced by 0.11.  When the valley 

bottom measurement from the 10 m data source remains in the model, the relationship 

remains positive and the adjusted r2 is only reduced by 0.03.   
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A positive relationship between valley bottom locations and the width of a trail 

complements findings by Nepal (2003), Leung and Marion (1999a), Summer (1986), and 

Bryan (1977), however a negative relationship contradicts previous degradation research.  

Further research focused on the cognitive processes related to the determination of valley 

bottom locations in the field, and those related to the determination of valley bottom 

locations in the GIS may reveal reasons behind these relationships. 

In the future, one way to potentially eliminate personal cognitive influences may be to 

use curvature as a surrogate for valley bottom locations.  Figure 24 shows the digital visual 

output of the curvature algorithm from the 5 m data source, and the statistical distribution of 

the values generated by the curvature algorithm.   

 

 
Figure 24.  Output from curvature algorithm for 5 m data source (topographic source:  USGS 2005c). 
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The curvature data could easily be re-coded in the raster environment to highlight the 

valley bottoms (or collecting landforms) clearly shown on the above image in darker shades.  

The lower the negative number selected for determination of valley bottoms, the more 

restrictive the definition of a valley bottom.  Some sensitivity analyses and use of data within 

trail degradation models would help to define where the numerical cutoff should be.   

The interaction between the 5 m source of curvature and the 5 m source of trail grade 

is positive and significantly related to trail width.  In other words, when trail grades increase 

and curvature increases, the width of the trail increases.  This is a new finding, but may 

reflect hikers on steep grades that are not in valley bottoms searching for easy footholds.  

These footholds are exposed roots uncovered when soil particles are washed away by 

accelerated velocities of water on the steeper sections of trail.  Treading on the sides of the 

trail would further loosen spoil particles, leading to more erosion (Quinn et al. 1980), 

exposing more roots, and creating more trail edge footholds.  Further research may help to 

clarify these complex interactions that involve both landform interactions and user behavior. 

6.2.2.3 Limitations of the Final General Degradation Models of Incision and Width 

The models developed for incision and width only explain a portion of the variability 

of the dependent variables.  Trail degradation is a complex problem.  Many influences can 

act upon a trail tread to influence degradation.  These influences may range in nature from 

trail use to geological processes, and in scale from regional, to localized micro ecological 

influences.  For example, a point on a trail can be influenced by being on the sunny-side of a 

hill, or next to a thorny bush that hikers avoid.  Each of these factors influences the trail in a 

different way and at different scales.  The final models of incision and width only attempt to 
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explain a portion of the factors that influence trail degradation and cannot be expected to 

fully predict all of the variability of the dependent variables of incision and width.   

6.3 Objective 3 Discussion:  Exploration of Specific Trail Degradation 
Problems 

6.3.1 Examination of Spatial Nature of Trail Problems 

One part of Objective Three was the examination of the spatial nature of specific 

problems of trail degradation.  Excessive incision and excessive width are considered 

specific trail degradation problems.  It is interesting to note that spatial clusters of both low 

and high values for incision were detected, while only spatial clusters of high values of width 

were detected. 

The clustering of low values of incision in the valley bottom drainage topographic 

location is not surprising.  Movement of soil by rainwater to valley bottoms causes 

aggradation, or deposition.  The clustering of high values of incision on the edges of drainage 

features is of interest.  It is possible that the trail is acting as a channel for rainwater runoff 

(Yoda and Watanabe 2000, Bryan 1977).  When it rains, water that is not absorbed into the 

soil, sheets over the landscape until it reaches a channel.  The low location on the landform 

allows for a larger catchment area, and may collect a larger volume of runoff.  Future 

research may indicate if the clustering of high values of incision is consistently found in this 

type of topography. 

The clustering of high values of width in valley bottom drainage topographies is 

supported by the literature.  It is of interest that the clusters of the low values of incision were 

not coincident with clusters of high values of width.  It could be that excessive width is a 
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function of micro-scale landscape factors interacting with use factors that are more likely to 

occur in valley bottom terrain.  For example, soils become somewhat muddy in the deepest 

portion of a trail in a valley bottom.  As a result, hikers begin to walk on the trail edges to 

avoid the muddy soils.  Other valley bottom locations dry more quickly while water migrates 

to the lowest basins in the valley.  Thus, for excessive width to occur, the location must first 

be a valley bottom (regional criteria), second be a small basin in the valley bottom (local 

criteria), then the trail must be used (human interaction) (Nepal 2003, Leung and Marion 

1999a, Bryan 1977). 

6.3.2 Examination of Relationship Between Trail Problems and Landform 
Characteristics 

Another part of Objective Three is to explore the relationship between landform 

characteristics and specific trail degradation problems.  The variables selected for inclusion 

in the final models of incision and width are used to group the occurrence of specific types of 

degradation problems in a cluster analysis.  A cluster analysis of trail problem types does 

show that there are some relationships between landform characteristics and the type of 

problem that may develop.  However, these relationships are not simple or clear-cut.   

Often, multiple types of problems are coincident.  This makes it more difficult to sort 

through the clusters.  Aggregating to a more general problem type definition of wet, dry, and 

unknown somewhat clarified the groups, but they were still not absolutely distinct. 

For this research, problems that were more than 3 meters in length were recorded and 

analyzed.  To more clearly differentiate between problems based on landform characteristics, 

future surveys should focus on more severe and longer problems along with the landform 

characteristics.  This will likely make the relationships more distinct.  The need for distinct 
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relationships may be one reason why the more sensitive alpine environments are so popular 

as study locations for the examination of trail degradation problems.  

6.4 Study Limitations 

6.4.1 Limitations Affecting Internal Validity 

Limitations of internal validity indicate the extent to which the findings in this paper 

are logically sound and free of confounding limitations.  For the first objective, the use of 

correlation coefficients to compare the results of the GIS measurements was useful.  It should 

be noted, however, that significant correlation only indicates how linearly related the field 

and GIS measurements are.  It does not indicate that these are the same measurements.   

In the second objective, the linear multiple regression models of trail degradation 

were not without value, but only explained a portion of the variability in the dependent 

variables of incision and width.  The selection of independent variables and interaction terms 

for the models was based on the literature review of factors that influence trail degradation.  

As more empirical studies analyze various factors that influence degradation, selection of 

independent variables may become more clear-cut. 

The forward stepwise r2 regression was a good technique to select from the entire set 

of variables those that were the strongest predictors.  This technique was instrumental in 

achieving the objective of developing a better model than those based on single data sources.  

When little is known about either the nature of the differences between the independent 

variables, or how strongly related the independent variables are relative to each other, this is 

a useful technique.   
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 There are several potential sources of error in the data utilized for this study.  The 

uncertainties associated with the field-collected data have, to some extent, been quantified in 

the results section.  This does not mean that they have been eliminated, only that we are 

aware of them.   

 Another source of uncertainty is associated with the digital data sources.  The vertical 

accuracy of USGS 30 m and 10 m resolution DEMs is 15 m (USGS 2005a).  LIDAR data is 

accurate to 50 cm horizontally and 15 cm vertically (USGS 2005b).  As discussed previously, 

it is possible for error to introduce artificial variability in the dependent and independent 

variables.  These varying accuracies in digital data source could influence the strength of the 

relationships between the independent and dependent variables.  It is possible that the 

LIDAR data resulted in measurements with higher accuracy enabling them to exhibit 

stronger statistical relationships. 

6.4.2 Limitations Affecting External Validity 

Limitations of external validity influence how applicable this study is to other 

geographic locations.  The selected study trail is a single trail approximately 5 km long.  It is 

possible that the nature of the relationships and relative importance of the influences of the 

independent variables could vary from one place to another.  The results reported here may 

not hold true under other conditions (climate, management, volume and type of use, soil, 

etc…).  Levels of use in William B. Umstead State Park may be a particularly limiting factor.  

The park is located in one of the most populous areas of the state of North Carolina and is 

heavily used.   
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The trail assessments were performed during an unusually dry spring.  This may have 

minimized the evidence of problems on the trail tread related to wet conditions.  A wet 

season may reveal more mud puddles and muddy sections of the trail than were noted. 

6.5 Management Implications 

The overarching implication of this study for park and trail managers is the importance 

of GIS and data about landform characteristics for park management.  Many parks have 

established GIS systems that show the basic infrastructure of the park, but much of the 

infrastructure (like trails) is unpaved and must blend with the landscape.  To be able to 

understand problems that develop with features like trails, one must understand the 

placement of these features on the landform, and the degradation processes acting upon them.  

The inclusion of digital elevation or terrain data into their existing GIS systems will, at the 

very least, provide valuable perspective into the natural geomorphic processes that may be 

contributing to these problems.   

6.5.1 Implications of Objective 1 

It has been shown that some landform characteristics can be measured in the digital 

environment as effectively as in the field.  When managers perform trail assessments, park 

staff can focus efforts on collecting other data about a trail, and then compute the landform 

characteristic measurements in the office.  This is especially true for some of the landform 

characteristics that were shown in Objective 1 to be statistically significantly correlated with 

field measurements like slope, aspect, landform curvature, landform position (valley and 

ridge), and grade of the trail.  The computation of these measurements in a GIS system would  
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eliminate the need to measure them in the field.  This has the potential to save a great deal of 

park personnel time. 

If parks were tasked with performing trail assessments, and were stretched to 

accomplish the assessment due to time or budget issues, of the factors that influence trail 

degradation, it would be more advisable to measure the landform characteristics in a GIS 

system and focus trail assessment resources on other factors that could not be derived outside 

the field. 

6.5.2 Implications of Objective 2 

The second objective of this research shows that a portion of the variability of trail 

degradation evidenced in indicators of incision and width can be modeled based on landform 

characteristics.  These models can be, for the most part, quickly and easily populated with 

data derived in a GIS system.  For these models to be useful for managers, and remain 

scientifically defensible, they can be implemented using data from a representative sample of 

the park trails.  Their performance in the individual park environment can then be assessed 

using the jacknife techniques described in this research.  The model may then be applied to 

the rest of the park with more confidence.   

The predicted values of incision and width generated for each point or sample 

location could be used to determine relative sensitivity to degradation among the sample 

locations.  The models should only be used to make comparisons between trail sample 

locations that have similar management histories, and are located within similar ecological 

communities.  Once locations have been assigned predicted values of incision and width, 

managers may wish to use this information to focus trail assessment efforts in these areas.   
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The models of objective two could also prove useful in the relative evaluation of trail 

designs.  When designers present alternative designs for new trails, the models could be 

applied to each alternative design.  Predicted values of incision and width could provide a 

metric to evaluate the relative sensitivity of the alternative designs.  Mean predicted values of 

incision and width can be used as a single metric.  If more detail is desired, the total number 

of sample locations falling within defined predicted incision and width categories can be 

reported.  This more detailed reporting could also give some indication of how many sections 

of the proposed trail are likely to require regular maintenance. 

The fact that multiple sources (or resolutions) of the same measurement were found 

to be statistically significant in the final models of incision and width has some implications 

for managers and designers when new trails are developed.  In the future, managers and 

designers may need to consider the larger landform in addition to the immediate area around 

the trail when developing new trail alignments.   

6.5.3 Implications of Objective 3 

The use of spatial clustering techniques, like the Getis-Ord Gi statistic, applied to 

observed problems may enable managers to determine objectively if the problems are 

spatially clustered or not.  Isolated events may be more easily alleviated with minimal 

difficulty through the use of water-bars, drainage dips, and other measures.  Groups of 

statistically significantly clustered problems may indicate sections of trail where problems 

are endemic to the location, and efforts to control them may ultimately be futile.  These 

sections of trail may need to be completely rerouted. 
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If a problem assessment has not been performed in the park, the Getis-Ord Gi statistic 

could be applied to the results of the models in Objective 2 to further zero-in on sections of 

trail that require more immediate attention. 

6.6 Research Implications 

6.6.1 GIS Implications 

There are several implications for trail degradation research methodologies.  First, the 

ability to use GIS-measured landform variables in models will enable researchers to study 

larger areas and sample more observations of trail degradation.  The use of GIS will allow for 

greater precision in the measurement of landform characteristics.  Less uncertainty or 

artificially introduced variability in measurements of landform characteristics will help to 

clarify the role landform characteristics play in trail degradation.   

 Some of these results point to new questions about the scale of influence of factors 

that influence trail degradation.  Before large efforts are expended to perform new field 

surveys, the spatial scale of the factors that influence trail degradation should be further 

examined.  It is possible that long-held standard field procedures should be modified to 

capture the data in a way that will most clearly reflect the processes acting upon a trail tread. 

 When the spatial nature of the processes influencing trail degradation is more clearly 

defined, the use of GIS derived data will become more important.  The elimination of the 

need for a significant portion of field work will enable researchers to expand the number of 

observations collected for their analyses and increase the degrees of freedom available for 

statistical analyses.  This could also potentially enable the inclusion of more factors within 

models, and enable the expansion of models to include use and behavior interactions with the 
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landscape, hence explaining more of the variability in indicators of trail degradation like 

incision and width. 

 The lack of spatial autocorrelation within the surveyed values of incision and width 

indicates that measurements of trail degradation that are 50 m apart are unique and unrelated.  

This could indicate that the processes acting on a trail to influence degradation, for the most 

part, have stronger influences than regional processes.  Future research that samples incision 

and width at smaller intervals and analyzes how measures of spatial autocorrelation react to 

the systematic removal of evenly spaced samples could shed light on the spatial scale of 

processes that influence trail degradation. 

 The degree of human error in field measurements, and error in GIS data could be an 

important issue for future research.  It is possible that minor human error introduces artificial 

variability in the dependent and independent variables of trail degradation models.  This 

could obscure or weaken the relationships between the variables and reduce the explanatory 

power of trail degradation models.  On the other hand, error in GIS data sources can have the 

same effect.  Further study related to the effect of measurement error in trail degradation 

models will enable researchers to make more informed decisions about data sources and 

measurement techniques. 

6.6.2 Degradation Models 

Research has yet to clearly define how trail degradation should be measured.  It is 

clear that the relationships between certain landform characteristics and incision and width 

are inconsistent.  For example, in this study valley bottom locations are positively related to 

incision and negatively related to width.  A dependent variable that is a combination of 
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incision and width like cross-sectional soil loss used by Gager and Conacher (2001), 

Jubenville and O’Sullivan (1987) and Garland et al. (1985) seem to confound these 

relationships as well.  This is because cross-sectional soil loss is an area measurement and is 

influenced by both the incision and width of the trail.  The combination of incision and width 

into a new single measurement (cross-sectional soil loss) likely weakens the predictive power 

of independent variables that have conflicting relationships with incision and width 

individually.  Both Garland (1985) and Gager and Conacher (2001) report relatively weak 

relationships between cross-sectional area soil loss and landform characteristics like slope, 

trail grade, aspect, trail alignment angle, and the position of the trail on the landform.  

Garland notes that inaccuracies in the measurement of the dependent variable (cross-

sectional area soil loss) could have led to the weak relationships. 

The statistical significance and contradictory relationships of variables like slope, trail 

grade, and position on the landform with incision and width indicate that incision and width 

are two unique degradation indicators and are influenced by unique processes that should be 

modeled separately. 

Future studies that employ stepwise model selection techniques may be able to 

identify issues related to multicollinearity in the model selection process.  Scatterplots of the 

r2 helped to determine where relative improvement in r2 begins to decline with the addition of 

variables.  The addition of the adjusted r2 to the plots will make this technique even more 

useful, especially when there are correlated variables in the pool.  Where the r2 and adjusted 

r2 begin to diverge will be an indication that multicollinearity problems are likely to exist in 

the selected model, and the user should select one with fewer independent variables. 
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6.6.3 Exploration of Trail Degradation Problems 

The use of the Getis-Ord Gi statistic was particularly powerful for the determination 

of where there were spatial clusters of high and low values of incision and width.  Within the 

ArcGIS environment, the Gi statistic is easy to implement, and not computationally 

intensive.  However, to be able to determine where locations of significantly high or low 

values are spatially clustered, a representative systematic sample of typical observations must 

be included in the sample population.  This would require additional data collection.   

In general, the cluster analysis based on landform variables is a useful technique with 

which to examine the similarity of landform characteristics as they coincide with problems in 

the trail’s tread.  It is interesting to note that the more specific the problem definition, the less 

applicable this technique became.  This could be a function of the small number of total 

problem observations that were surveyed on the trail.  The cluster analysis of landform 

characteristics may prove to be valuable for future studies if the problem type definition is 

less specific, and a larger universe of problem observations is analyzed.  Groupings may 

become more distinct if less severe problems were filtered out of the total set of observations 

before analysis.  In the future, as a better understanding of the factors that influence trail 

degradation is developed, the dynamics that lead to the formation of problem areas on trails 

may become clearer.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This research began with an investigation of the usefulness of GIS for trail 

degradation models and ended with questions related to the spatial nature of the processes of 

trail degradation.  Holding all other factors constant, GIS derived variables can be used as a 

substitute in trail degradation models.  When this is done, the models will perform similarly 

to those based on field surveyed data. 

For the present, GIS can be used to make the implementation of current models more 

practical for trail managers, designers, and researchers.  While current degradation models 

are not as powerful as we would like, they are still useful.  The implementation of a trail 

degradation model in a large park with hundreds of miles of trail could help managers focus 

trail degradation monitoring and assessment resources on sections likely to be experiencing 

problems. 

 Designers of new trail alignments can implement the models to screen for sections of 

trail that may be less degradation resistant than other sections.  The models could also be 

used to evaluate new trail designs and provide metrics for how degradation-resistant 

alternatives may be.  This would help to inform decision makers of the potential need for 

surfacing materials and provide and indication of future maintenance costs associated with 

particular designs. 

Researchers can use GIS to eliminate some of the field-work associated with trail 

degradation research, allowing them to refocus survey efforts on other factors, and/or expand 

the number of study samples.   
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In summary, this work builds a case for the use of GIS-derived landform 

characteristic data in trail degradation models, but more importantly, it has also raised several 

key questions related to the process of trail degradation.  The usefulness of GIS will only 

increase as researchers investigate the spatial nature of these processes and continue to refine 

trail degradation models. 
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED SURVEY PROCEDURES 

Systematic Point Measurement Field Survey Procedures 

A survey crew of two people will collect data at a sampling interval of 50 meters 
starting at the beginning of a study trail segment.  The crew will hike the trail with a 
measuring wheel to ensure a 50 meter interval between points.  To accurately map each trail 
and the data collected at the sample points, a professional grade GPS unit will be carried 
during the survey.  Coordinates for each survey point will be recorded in the GPS machine 
and the field chart for each sample point.  Below is a list of equipment that will be used in the 
field to collect and record data. 

At every 10th point, a flag with the observation number will be placed at the survey 
location.  After the initial survey is complete, these points will be re-visited, re-recorded in 
the GPS, and re-surveyed to determine survey accuracy.  After these points are surveyed for 
the second time, the flag is removed. 
 

Equipment List 
 
 
GPS receiver 
Several batteries for the GPS 
Tape measure 
Clinometer 
Compass 
Survey procedures manual 
Clipboard  
Pencils 
Field form (some on waterproof paper) (shown in table 35) 
 

Systematic Point Measurement Survey Form Procedures 
 
1) Page Number:  In the space provided record consecutive page numbers for the trail segment 
beginning with page 1 for each new trail segment. 
 
2) C - Trail Code:  Record the trail segment code:  S = Sals Branch, C=CompanyMill, 
Y=Sycamore Trail. 
 
3) D – Distance:  Record in the D column the distance shown on the measuring wheel from the 
starting point of the trail section. 
 
4) P – Point Number:  Record, starting from 1, consecutive numbers for each new survey 
location regardless of trail.  Do not start again at 1, but continue from the last number on each 
new trail.  Enter this figure in the survey field form and record the point in the GPS machine. 
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5) X, Y: – Record the X and Y coordinates shown on the GPS machine. 
 
6) TG - Trail Grade and Compass Direction:  Two field staff will position themselves about 
15 m from the sampling point in opposite directions along the trail.  A clinometer will be used to 
determine the grade (% slope) by siting a spot on the opposite person at the same height as the 
first person's eyes.  Record the measurement in the TG column of the field form.  Use the same 
tool to determine the compass direction of the trail.  Record the direction in the TD column on 
the field form. 
 
7) LS - Landform Slope and Compass Direction:  Use the same procedure for trail grade, but 
position each person about 15 meters from the sampling point along the prevailing landform 
slope.  If there is no cross-slope, position the two people perpendicular to the trail.  Record this 
measurement in the LS column of the field form.  Use the compass on the clinometer to 
determine the downslope compass direction of the slope of the landform.  Record this 
measurement in the LD column on the field survey form. 
 
8) S - Landform :Examine the local landform shape.  Record the type of shape on the S 
column.  Use the following figure (25) as a guide. 
 
 
 
 

Convex Profile 

Concave Profile 

Convex 
Section 

Concave 
Section 

S 

S 

C 

C 

 
Figure 25.  Curvature adapted from Fels (1994) and Troeh (1965). 
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(S) Spreading     (C) Collecting    (N) Not Obvious 
 
9) TP - Trail Position:  Use the descriptions below to determine the trail position of the 
sampling point.  Record the corresponding letter code in the TP column. 

V - valley bottom:  The trail is within 15 meters (3 1:24000 topographic lines) vertically 
from the lowest area in the closest valley bottom. 
M - midslope:  The trail is located at least 15 meters above the closest valley bottom and 
15 meters below the crest of the closest ridge or mountain. 

  R - ridge top:  The trail is located within 15 meters of the crest of a ridge or mountain. 
 
10) SM - Soil Moisture:  Examine the color and texture of the soil.  Pick up a handful of soil 
and squeeze it.  If the soil is powdery and individual particles are not cohesive the soil is dry.  
If the soil is sticky and/or water is released when it is squeezed, it is wet.  Record the result in 
the SM column on the field form. 
(N) Neither extremely wet or dry   (D) Dry    (W)Wet 
 
11) ST - Tread Soil Texture:  Follow the field method described by Foth (1990) to determine 
the soil texture of the trail tread.  Record the number code corresponding to the soil texture 
identified. 
 
a)  Moisten a sample of soil the size of a golf ball but don't get it very wet.  Work it until it is 
uniformly moist; then squeeze it out between the thumb and forefinger to try to form a ribbon. 
 
b)  First Decision:  If the moist soil is: 
  
 * Extremely sticky and stiff, it is one of the clays. 
 * Sticky and stiff to squeeze, it is one of the clay loams. 

* Soft, easy to squeeze, and only slightly sticky, it is one of the loams. 
(Figure 26 illustrates the first decision) 
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Figure 26.  Determine the first characteristic of the soil type. 

 
 
 
c) The second decision:  Add an adjective to refine the description. 
 
If the soil feels: 
 * Very smooth, it is silt or silty. 
 * Somewhat gritty,  use no adjective. 

* Very, very gritty, it is sandy. 
(Figure 27 illustrates the second decision) 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 27.  Determine the second characteristic of the soil type. 

 
* Use the following codes to record the proper classification on the field form. 
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 1 - sandy clay 
 2 - clay 
 3 - silty clay 
 4 - sandy clay loam 
 5 - clay loam 
 6 - silty clay loam 
 7 - sandy loam 
 8 - loam 
 9 - silt loam 
 
 
 
 
 
12) F - Forest Type:  Within the surrounding 30 meters, examine the general forest  
(H) – hardwood, (M) mixed deciduous, (E) Evergreen, (W) Wooded wetland 
 
13)T - Tread Material:  Record the percent of each of the following materials on the trail 
tread:   
(R) rock (P) pebble (B) bare soil (G) grass (L) leaf litter 
 
Use the percent categories of: 
a) 0-5  b) 6-25  c) 26-50  d) 51-75  e) 76-95  f) 96-100  
 
14)W – Width:  Measure the width of the trail tread by measuring the bare ground portion of 
the trail tread (Lance et al. 1989).  Use the same boundaries that were identified when 
incision was measured. 
 
15)I – Incision:  Place a taut line across the trail tread with each end held at the boundary 
between the trail tread and natural environment.  This boundary is discernable due to 
seedling growth.  Measure the maximum depth of the trail tread (Hammitt and Cole 1998). 
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Table 35.  Systematic point survey field form. 
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Problem Assessment Field Survey Procedures 

Problem Assessment Survey Form Procedures 
For each problem encountered, the following information about each problem is recorded. 
Then the previously described systematic point survey procedures are performed at the mid-
point of the length of the problem.  Record the point number on both field survey forms so 
that information collected from each type of survey can be related.  Photograph with a digital 
camera each problem and name the photograph P(x) where x = point number.  If there is 
more than one problem at a particular location, record the same point number for each 
problem and perform the systematic point survey procedure in the middle of the problem 
combination.   
 
The following survey is adapted from Marion (1994). 
 

Equipment List 
GPS receiver 
Digital camera 
Several batteries for the GPS and camera 
Tape measure 
Small ruler 
Clinometer 
Compass 
Survey procedures manual 
Clipboard  
Pencils 
Field form (some on waterproof paper) (shown in table 36) 
 
Problems 
Use the following codes to record the type of problem: 
 
E – erosion:  If the trail is incised more than 10 inches for more than 3 meters, record the 
maximum depth of erosion, record an “E” in the code column on the field survey form along 
with the length of the erosion, the maximum depth of the erosion, and the maximum width of 
the erosion.   
 
R – excessive root exposure:  if exposed roots cover more than 50% of the trail tread and extend 
more than 3 meters, record “R” under the code column in the field survey form along with the 
length of the problem 
 
W – excessive width:  If the trail width departs noticeably (generally 12 inches or more) from 
the typical width of the trail for more than 3 meters, record the code “W” in the code column 
and the length of the problem and maximum width of the problem.   
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M – muddy soil:  If the soil becomes muddy to the extent that the imprint of your foot leaves a 
clear impression on the soil for more than 3 meters, record the code “M” in the code column and 
record the total length and maximum width of the problem.  Also record the depth of the deepest 
footprint impression.  Select one person on the survey team and consistently record only the 
footprint impression left by this person.  If that person is not available, select a person of similar 
weight and height.   
 
P – mud puddle with standing water:  If there is a mud puddle on the trail with a linear extent of 
more than 3 meters, record a “P” in the code column and measure the length, width, and depth 
of the mud puddle.   
 
M – multiple trail treads:  If multiple trail treads are evident for more than 3 meters, record the 
linear extent of the multiple treads and total number of treads encountered. 
 
Management Efforts and Other Points of Interest 
 
For the following, record the X and Y coordinates reported from the GPS machine 
 
REF - Reference Point:  Record the code and distance for this parameter periodically when you 
come across a permanent feature which can be used by future workers to compare and/or 
recalibrate their wheel readings to those you record.  Under comments describe reference points 
with sufficient detail that someone else could relocate the precise point and reset their wheel 
reading to coincide with your own.  Also try to select locations, which can be identified on 
maps, for example:  stream crossings and trail intersections. 
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Problem Assessment Survey Form               Page_______ 
 
 
 
Table 36.  Problem assessment survey form. 
Point Code x y Length Width Depth Footprint Comments 
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APPENDIX B:  JACKKNIFE MACRO 

%MACRO jackknif; 
%DO i = 1 %to 100; 
 DATA analysis holdout;  
 SET alldata; 
 IF _N_ = &i THEN OUTPUT holdout; 
 ELSE OUTPUT analysis; 
 RUN; 
 PROC REG DATA = analysis  NOPRINT  OUTEST= outests  
   (KEEP = intercep x1  x2  x3  x4); 
 MODEL y = x1 x2 x3 x4; 
 RUN; 
 PROC APPEND BASE= parms DATA=outests  FORCE; 
 RUN; 
 DATA check  (KEEP = y yhat); 
 MERGE holdout outests 
  (RENAME = (x1=x1h  x2=x2h  x3=x3h  x4=x4h)); 
 yhat = SUM(intercep,x1*x1h,x2*x2h,x3*x3h,x4*x4h); 
 RUN; 
 PROC APPEND BASE=valcheck DATA=check  FORCE; 
 RUN; 
%END; 
%MEND; 
 

To implement the jackknife macro within SAS, the following is used. 
 

%jackknif; 
PROC PRINT DATA=parms;  
PROC PRINT DATA=valcheck; 
RUN; 

 
(University of Texas at Austin 2005) 
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APPENDIX C:  JACKKNIFE PREDICTED AND RESIDUAL 
VALUES 

Table 37.  Jackknife predicted values of incision by data source. 
UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 

1 5 4.8461759 4.7444133 4.929288 4.7993585 4.5739319 
2 3 4.4265152 4.1447259 4.2444401 4.9062446 2.578581 
3 2 4.0165211 2.1128782 1.7016906 4.0531701 -5.138567 
4 2 4.9797805 5.6585841 5.8749213 5.4639935 0.3189325 
5 5 4.430517 5.5196027 5.6144414 4.6577165 4.3351104 
6 11 6.3116515 6.3557862 6.2520946 4.3868825 3.6722039 
7 5 4.8234504 4.9500158 5.2671517 4.6692232 4.5010732 
8 4 4.4023891 5.497405 3.0851852 3.4884684 3.3664398 
9 4 4.2886925 4.3426607 4.6373318 5.4395468 3.2781821 

10 5 3.9069784 4.8992748 4.7900524 4.392357 3.1169441 
11 4 4.7119846 4.645285 4.5377531 4.2826659 3.5751336 
12 4 4.4815682 3.6363578 3.8406731 5.5707393 3.8790995 
13 5 3.4356923 3.907527 3.9610927 5.4036473 4.1566387 
14 3 4.1463799 4.862086 4.8617383 6.6085999 4.6245342 
15 6 3.0637484 4.150843 4.3724517 4.677055 3.898646 
17 6 4.6969646 6.2142801 5.7331748 4.4529562 3.6973582 
18 4 4.2505277 4.2281235 4.170848 5.1148993 3.2668274 
20 2 4.6331616 4.397848 4.5013081 0.9466038 3.6860436 
24 5 4.4339369 3.8985642 3.9148062 2.3552986 3.8549754 
25 4 4.5435182 5.4230369 5.4391651 4.3752609 1.3729332 
27 2 4.9689292 3.0409925 3.2228982 3.754516 2.9867734 
28 10 4.9383296 4.7081489 4.1389125 5.8206043 3.8497454 
29 3 1.8150583 10.514669 7.1102453 3.0088807 3.4703948 
31 5 4.6764981 5.1522508 3.8828137 2.5950766 3.0884603 
32 3 2.1175413 4.1735519 4.1767609 4.3419218 2.8152108 
33 4 6.139083 3.6119222 3.9785068 2.3719477 3.0749682 
34 3 3.2008434 4.5261087 4.1788553 3.3618577 2.8519505 
35 3 4.1677691 4.3548684 4.1614994 4.3808928 3.0747894 
36 2 3.4922904 4.0173662 3.8000777 4.5776285 4.0037658 
37 3 3.1354101 2.6235789 2.1880653 3.8388758 3.0186498 
38 4 2.4224564 1.3925526 3.0103939 3.1037301 3.3908558 
39 4 4.4207595 4.1337226 3.9965542 3.5027443 4.6072159 
41 14.5 7.4757585 8.0841479 8.0102506 6.4735765 1.8479304 
43 2 3.3219376 4.0436577 4.3030629 3.6022172 4.2070164 
45 6.5 4.0501562 6.1450342 5.8160756 6.9281452 3.3782575 
46 2 4.8425294 3.1653676 3.4997912 5.0546358 4.3705732 
48 1 7.9893321 6.1072878 6.2837456 5.2685956 5.5111532 
49 1 4.2509221 5.1267474 5.3903009 5.625899 4.1146153 
50 12 10.203546 5.4519404 6.2087619 5.7437849 4.5298512 
51 8 7.4685641 7.68989 8.1156166 8.9167558 4.4478097 
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UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 
52 7 5.6891098 5.7438395 5.3307307 6.8425528 1.9641841 
53 8 4.525625 4.9598985 5.5698496 5.3146923 3.4663861 
54 5 5.8151506 5.6563704 5.660947 4.6150905 3.701607 
55 5 3.5143964 4.5477559 4.4503693 3.7634633 5.3493413 
57 3 3.4955245 4.2425899 4.2444282 4.9572366 4.6371157 
58 3 2.1663448 3.006307 3.1845976 3.0990792 2.4657232 
59 8 9.4209895 9.4386774 8.3434539 3.6326572 0.5879339 
61 3 2.6389211 3.3889956 3.4890763 3.1053111 4.7919571 
62 3 2.5432675 4.0197615 3.9247741 4.1200611 4.5723213 
63 4 3.4785761 2.9788455 3.5393649 4.5261688 1.8731075 
64 3 2.9438759 3.913447 1.7213086 6.187153 1.2796006 
65 4.5 4.3878817 4.4434099 4.483069 4.4358773 3.1699946 
66 5.5 2.3346874 3.809693 4.1115895 3.1513369 3.8489899 
67 3 3.1648505 2.6355346 4.4111039 4.2717477 3.5685434 
69 4.5 3.3135476 3.1156935 3.1644911 4.9497379 1.2593726 
71 4 4.0524008 3.4159838 3.5765308 3.7291271 3.1855967 
72 6 2.5724477 2.1231289 2.1019305 3.139129 2.4398453 
73 3 2.8283706 2.5911134 2.6064089 3.1118867 4.0352404 
75 4 3.1407098 2.6090369 3.1690191 2.1408167 3.4990788 
76 5 8.2314718 7.5270257 7.7082066 3.8222589 2.5922321 
77 4 4.9669769 4.2062537 4.2757752 4.7545791 3.1928902 
77 4 4.9669769 3.7365698 3.3673714 5.353659 2.323707 
78 3 3.2521461 3.2399476 3.6521708 2.9173883 3.005381 
79 3 3.1555382 3.8071692 3.8611364 3.8451313 2.902747 
80 3 5.5814825 4.3670349 4.2711266 3.2167935 2.617484 
81 4 4.2033853 3.839557 3.8596889 3.6668799 2.8236094 
83 3 2.744665 1.5181409 1.4004068 6.1177916 3.4748425 
85 6 6.8296847 5.507454 6.4000607 5.8021377 3.3522419 
86 5.5 5.1243386 5.6500875 5.4797717 4.8901428 1.4853302 
88 3 4.799024 5.765639 6.1335556 7.0918673 3.613958 
90 3 4.6694334 5.2435479 5.5543188 2.4718843 3.3010082 
91 3 3.1409825 3.6481233 3.4937784 2.4431034 3.4605848 
92 3.5 3.1414208 2.5690597 0.8726171 3.4374688 3.3114176 
93 3 3.1586724 2.9095189 3.4560767 2.3792705 3.5096163 
94 4 3.2423915 1.5663716 1.7814908 2.974449 3.9898304 
95 3 3.3466725 2.4096351 1.4697738 4.2521032 4.9993244 
96 3 3.1713917 0.8874295 1.3338422 3.9015194 3.097668 
97 3 3.2497004 3.357931 3.2147295 3.0843449 3.331331 
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Table 34.  Jackknife residual values of incision by data source. 
UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 

1 5 0.1538241 0.2555867 0.070712 0.2006415 0.4260681 
2 3 -1.4265152 -1.1447259 -1.2444401 -1.9062446 0.421419 
3 2 -2.0165211 -0.1128782 0.2983094 -2.0531701 7.138567 
4 2 -2.9797805 -3.6585841 -3.8749213 -3.4639935 1.6810675 
5 5 0.569483 -0.5196027 -0.6144414 0.3422835 0.6648896 
6 11 4.6883485 4.6442138 4.7479054 6.6131175 7.3277961 
7 5 0.1765496 0.0499842 -0.2671517 0.3307768 0.4989268 
8 4 -0.4023891 -1.497405 0.9148148 0.5115316 0.6335602 
9 4 -0.2886925 -0.3426607 -0.6373318 -1.4395468 0.7218179 
10 5 1.0930216 0.1007252 0.2099476 0.607643 1.8830559 
11 4 -0.7119846 -0.645285 -0.5377531 -0.2826659 0.4248664 
12 4 -0.4815682 0.3636422 0.1593269 -1.5707393 0.1209005 
13 5 1.5643077 1.092473 1.0389073 -0.4036473 0.8433613 
14 3 -1.1463799 -1.862086 -1.8617383 -3.6085999 -1.6245342 
15 6 2.9362516 1.849157 1.6275483 1.322945 2.101354 
17 6 1.3030354 -0.2142801 0.2668252 1.5470438 2.3026418 
18 4 -0.2505277 -0.2281235 -0.170848 -1.1148993 0.7331726 
20 2 -2.6331616 -2.397848 -2.5013081 1.0533962 -1.6860436 
24 5 0.5660631 1.1014358 1.0851938 2.6447014 1.1450246 
25 4 -0.5435182 -1.4230369 -1.4391651 -0.3752609 2.6270668 
27 2 -2.9689292 -1.0409925 -1.2228982 -1.754516 -0.9867734 
28 10 5.0616704 5.2918511 5.8610875 4.1793957 6.1502546 
29 3 1.1849417 -7.5146686 -4.1102453 -0.0088807 -0.4703948 
31 5 0.3235019 -0.1522508 1.1171863 2.4049234 1.9115397 
32 3 0.8824587 -1.1735519 -1.1767609 -1.3419218 0.1847892 
33 4 -2.139083 0.3880778 0.0214932 1.6280523 0.9250318 
34 3 -0.2008434 -1.5261087 -1.1788553 -0.3618577 0.1480495 
35 3 -1.1677691 -1.3548684 -1.1614994 -1.3808928 -0.0747894 
36 2 -1.4922904 -2.0173662 -1.8000777 -2.5776285 -2.0037658 
37 3 -0.1354101 0.3764211 0.8119347 -0.8388758 -0.0186498 
38 4 1.5775436 2.6074474 0.9896061 0.8962699 0.6091442 
39 4 -0.4207595 -0.1337226 0.0034458 0.4972557 -0.6072159 
41 14.5 7.0242415 6.4158521 6.4897494 8.0264235 12.65207 
43 2 -1.3219376 -2.0436577 -2.3030629 -1.6022172 -2.2070164 
45 6.5 2.4498438 0.3549658 0.6839244 -0.4281452 3.1217425 
46 2 -2.8425294 -1.1653676 -1.4997912 -3.0546358 -2.3705732 
48 1 -6.9893321 -5.1072878 -5.2837456 -4.2685956 -4.5111532 
49 1 -3.2509221 -4.1267474 -4.3903009 -4.625899 -3.1146153 
50 12 1.7964539 6.5480596 5.7912381 6.2562151 7.4701488 
51 8 0.5314359 0.31011 -0.1156166 -0.9167558 3.5521903 
52 7 1.3108902 1.2561605 1.6692693 0.1574472 5.0358159 
53 8 3.474375 3.0401015 2.4301504 2.6853077 4.5336139 
54 5 -0.8151506 -0.6563704 -0.660947 0.3849095 1.298393 
55 5 1.4856036 0.4522441 0.5496307 1.2365367 -0.3493413 
57 3 -0.4955245 -1.2425899 -1.2444282 -1.9572366 -1.6371157 
58 3 0.8336552 -0.006307 -0.1845976 -0.0990792 0.5342768 
59 8 -1.4209895 -1.4386774 -0.3434539 4.3673428 7.4120661 
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UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 
61 3 0.3610789 -0.3889956 -0.4890763 -0.1053111 -1.7919571 
62 3 0.4567325 -1.0197615 -0.9247741 -1.1200611 -1.5723213 
63 4 0.5214239 1.0211545 0.4606351 -0.5261688 2.1268925 
64 3 0.0561241 -0.913447 1.2786914 -3.187153 1.7203994 
65 4.5 0.1121183 0.0565901 0.016931 0.0641227 1.3300054 
66 5.5 3.1653126 1.690307 1.3884105 2.3486631 1.6510101 
67 3 -0.1648505 0.3644654 -1.4111039 -1.2717477 -0.5685434 
69 4.5 1.1864524 1.3843065 1.3355089 -0.4497379 3.2406274 
71 4 -0.0524008 0.5840162 0.4234692 0.2708729 0.8144033 
72 6 3.4275523 3.8768711 3.8980695 2.860871 3.5601547 
73 3 0.1716294 0.4088866 0.3935911 -0.1118867 -1.0352404 
75 4 0.8592902 1.3909631 0.8309809 1.8591833 0.5009212 
76 5 -3.2314718 -2.5270257 -2.7082066 1.1777411 2.4077679 
77 4 -0.9669769 -0.2062537 -0.2757752 -0.7545791 0.8071098 
77 4 -0.9669769 0.2634302 0.6326286 -1.353659 1.676293 
78 3 -0.2521461 -0.2399476 -0.6521708 0.0826117 -0.005381 
79 3 -0.1555382 -0.8071692 -0.8611364 -0.8451313 0.097253 
80 3 -2.5814825 -1.3670349 -1.2711266 -0.2167935 0.382516 
81 4 -0.2033853 0.160443 0.1403111 0.3331201 1.1763906 
83 3 0.255335 1.4818591 1.5995932 -3.1177916 -0.4748425 
85 6 -0.8296847 0.492546 -0.4000607 0.1978623 2.6477581 
86 5.5 0.3756614 -0.1500875 0.0202283 0.6098572 4.0146698 
88 3 -1.799024 -2.765639 -3.1335556 -4.0918673 -0.613958 
90 3 -1.6694334 -2.2435479 -2.5543188 0.5281157 -0.3010082 
91 3 -0.1409825 -0.6481233 -0.4937784 0.5568966 -0.4605848 
92 3.5 0.3585792 0.9309403 2.6273829 0.0625312 0.1885824 
93 3 -0.1586724 0.0904811 -0.4560767 0.6207295 -0.5096163 
94 4 0.7576085 2.4336284 2.2185092 1.025551 0.0101696 
95 3 -0.3466725 0.5903649 1.5302262 -1.2521032 -1.9993244 
96 3 -0.1713917 2.1125705 1.6661578 -0.9015194 -0.097668 
97 3 -0.2497004 -0.357931 -0.2147295 -0.0843449 -0.331331 
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Table 38.  Jackknife predicted values for width by data source. 
UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 

1 130 154.75879 141.17527 149.05881 132.0291 175.80603 
2 125 108.69364 137.27171 138.94078 122.74515 155.64807 
3 115 114.00306 141.58851 140.17812 127.86226 -184.97869 
4 90 119.45526 131.79279 131.31681 147.11352 110.68825 
5 120 121.39732 127.76583 125.5437 122.53697 137.62255 
6 125 124.64835 116.47511 116.21247 136.21564 148.62549 
7 125 129.11497 115.70656 116.27112 120.56595 151.74065 
8 130 115.71792 104.79297 137.14741 121.58869 128.29899 
9 95 120.49567 119.19713 117.80498 145.4509 130.87145 
10 123 147.12161 129.3196 114.67587 114.29245 127.0109 
11 115 149.40156 143.0009 138.85963 131.48363 143.66405 
12 135 112.17682 128.00111 122.97072 134.36158 138.65216 
13 125 121.61407 129.46447 130.77932 142.20659 147.60838 
14 125 145.84079 139.03832 115.55916 150.21075 160.29826 
15 135 119.58134 118.15925 117.98766 128.60733 139.90878 
17 150 151.3131 133.88389 118.51066 105.38764 136.27367 
18 125 134.76428 151.35933 145.63576 131.53239 135.56845 
20 150 139.65833 136.539 139.38078 73.075064 130.46558 
24 145 115.32453 126.7235 121.04791 111.2189 125.32533 
25 125 130.72993 117.6157 116.89573 118.61268 94.975651 
27 105 121.23247 130.09069 125.77996 125.92858 120.54935 
28 120 135.25163 131.54969 122.7974 126.69858 138.0621 
29 110 104.23534 164.65767 134.62535 131.15091 128.76326 
31 90 127.61595 112.94069 74.462471 121.65693 120.13161 
32 90 120.21497 122.99773 111.78711 138.46088 115.21283 
33 135 116.50814 132.31546 133.8079 122.24314 105.88875 
34 115 115.07029 132.19413 129.26133 137.86729 107.78084 
35 115 140.31401 158.40459 150.68041 142.80095 122.85232 
36 85 123.41976 119.73238 111.70294 139.41489 134.34756 
37 95 122.01668 128.97083 130.50387 117.23597 130.49681 
38 110 118.53549 128.73266 127.26402 130.63921 126.06045 
39 125 152.96185 136.0999 133.47522 110.96461 144.98766 
41 270 129.42436 111.11798 137.88994 138.48368 124.43234 
43 70 166.7116 158.51571 174.79274 162.77207 159.80536 
45 200 156.50174 164.26577 142.50515 158.17878 141.82748 
46 345 124.72325 103.80036 116.94985 124.06703 112.05128 
48 160 144.16047 125.49695 133.90419 124.02693 156.19293 
49 190 124.48928 105.50757 122.54617 121.28355 135.34213 
50 180 158.98407 183.62006 175.22795 161.17327 158.34567 
51 120 155.15199 150.87252 192.44314 163.53527 171.29799 
52 90 110.86278 134.2212 110.91722 145.26731 146.7087 
53 110 180.44888 128.20825 138.80068 128.43584 140.40401 
54 170 127.77905 148.74437 150.45677 130.49455 144.39186 
55 135 129.65073 130.08535 121.41811 126.40333 172.76849 
57 95 122.3525 137.11019 136.82843 154.70134 162.63831 
58 110 92.538686 91.774398 85.598941 100.98277 132.67628 
59 70 163.12664 137.90612 128.30504 153.57059 189.45714 
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UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 
61 100 122.74757 121.30751 117.43877 110.16173 162.13817 
62 90 150.60223 102.11795 114.72614 143.29039 150.36164 
63 120 147.59685 126.86506 122.25954 128.41716 136.27477 
64 110 144.79494 120.36146 138.31976 127.30817 113.55059 
65 75 120.36546 116.10275 114.85843 122.59248 122.08623 
66 122 117.53246 115.78703 118.19152 115.01754 131.08388 
67 80 103.16473 133.78626 130.26452 145.22756 125.00344 
69 100 115.18188 123.82922 120.80988 119.70266 95.902849 
71 120 138.84648 138.90172 140.62011 142.92021 125.7977 
72 155 113.18351 90.4857 99.02859 128.57815 106.03763 
73 130 90.104776 95.259654 107.26776 134.2003 123.4532 
75 110 93.534118 108.27253 115.1122 97.44132 118.40491 
76 70 130.22063 124.50096 116.66102 109.40197 110.90774 
77 110 126.47192 97.74018 99.928113 114.32477 114.67154 
77 110 126.47192 86.66393 79.390212 121.78665 99.94156 
78 115 100.18147 106.59374 112.18574 108.89311 116.76379 
79 120 116.35797 97.062219 110.24198 105.5717 115.05435 
80 130 156.83742 116.49522 115.95442 108.87591 116.69217 
81 150 129.27335 116.44123 117.72646 107.73345 111.39127 
83 130 116.88959 113.88946 120.8601 119.43026 126.25222 
85 130 123.88616 172.37995 168.45655 119.57888 120.61604 
86 160 115.15933 102.94854 118.97826 118.01716 99.036558 
88 120 146.23349 153.62943 160.642 146.2908 123.17052 
90 160 116.13517 148.10293 149.69878 104.61975 113.5685 
91 130 92.051035 121.8267 115.94668 100.08618 121.22592 
92 122 92.596543 98.242851 118.59994 107.44243 120.54549 
93 145 90.77608 89.307358 77.229671 98.339077 130.1445 
94 130 97.996965 109.12127 108.13626 131.37495 141.3951 
95 110 99.311527 113.67719 121.71091 116.98203 147.6558 
96 95 94.890537 130.16195 128.30133 116.29722 127.5466 
97 110 93.502425 90.791914 91.003044 124.32204 116.90489 
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Table 39.  Jackknife residuals for width by data source. 
UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 

1 130 -24.758786 -11.175269 -19.058814 -2.0291022 -45.806028 
2 125 16.306363 -12.271705 -13.940785 2.2548477 -30.648065 
3 115 0.9969409 -26.588509 -25.178116 -12.862259 299.97869 
4 90 -29.455256 -41.79279 -41.316806 -57.113521 -20.688254 
5 120 -1.3973185 -7.7658288 -5.5437048 -2.5369736 -17.622553 
6 125 0.351654 8.5248852 8.7875334 -11.21564 -23.62549 
7 125 -4.1149727 9.2934358 8.7288753 4.4340542 -26.740649 
8 130 14.282077 25.207034 -7.1474105 8.4113123 1.7010073 
9 95 -25.495671 -24.197126 -22.804985 -50.450897 -35.871446 

10 123 -24.121613 -6.3195995 8.3241332 8.7075462 -4.0109019 
11 115 -34.401565 -28.000898 -23.85963 -16.48363 -28.66405 
12 135 22.823175 6.9988895 12.029278 0.6384165 -3.6521566 
13 125 3.3859312 -4.4644729 -5.7793225 -17.206586 -22.608379 
14 125 -20.840791 -14.038316 9.4408373 -25.210749 -35.298259 
15 135 15.418659 16.840748 17.012336 6.3926717 -4.9087798 
17 150 -1.3130989 16.116112 31.48934 44.612363 13.726327 
18 125 -9.7642771 -26.359327 -20.63576 -6.5323887 -10.568454 
20 150 10.341672 13.461004 10.61922 76.924936 19.534419 
24 145 29.675474 18.276498 23.95209 33.781096 19.674669 
25 125 -5.7299334 7.3843017 8.1042703 6.3873183 30.024349 
27 105 -16.232469 -25.090694 -20.779963 -20.928577 -15.54935 
28 120 -15.251634 -11.549687 -2.7973979 -6.6985774 -18.062103 
29 110 5.7646642 -54.657667 -24.625354 -21.150906 -18.763262 
31 90 -37.615947 -22.940693 15.537529 -31.65693 -30.131606 
32 90 -30.214971 -32.997733 -21.787105 -48.460879 -25.212832 
33 135 18.491861 2.6845433 1.1920955 12.756859 29.111252 
34 115 -0.0702888 -17.19413 -14.261329 -22.867294 7.2191554 
35 115 -25.314009 -43.404595 -35.68041 -27.80095 -7.8523192 
36 85 -38.419763 -34.732383 -26.702944 -54.414894 -49.34756 
37 95 -27.016675 -33.970828 -35.503872 -22.235966 -35.496812 
38 110 -8.535489 -18.732657 -17.264022 -20.639206 -16.060446 
39 125 -27.961852 -11.099896 -8.4752239 14.035393 -19.987657 
41 270 140.57564 158.88202 132.11006 131.51632 145.56766 
43 70 -96.711603 -88.515709 -104.79274 -92.772067 -89.805365 
45 200 43.498263 35.734228 57.494845 41.821223 58.172521 
46 345 220.27675 241.19964 228.05015 220.93297 232.94872 
48 160 15.839526 34.503055 26.095808 35.973071 3.8070734 
49 190 65.510716 84.492427 67.453833 68.716447 54.657865 
50 180 21.015934 -3.6200585 4.7720478 18.826727 21.654327 
51 120 -35.151989 -30.872523 -72.443136 -43.535266 -51.297987 
52 90 -20.862778 -44.221203 -20.917216 -55.267311 -56.708698 
53 110 -70.448878 -18.208255 -28.800681 -18.435837 -30.404009 
54 170 42.220952 21.255634 19.543233 39.505449 25.608139 
55 135 5.3492743 4.914652 13.581889 8.596666 -37.768489 
57 95 -27.3525 -42.110195 -41.828431 -59.701344 -67.638308 
58 110 17.461314 18.225602 24.401059 9.0172309 -22.676284 
59 70 -93.126641 -67.90612 -58.305044 -83.57059 -119.45714 
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UNIQUEID Measured Field 3 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 
61 100 -22.747565 -21.307511 -17.438772 -10.161725 -62.138171 
62 90 -60.602231 -12.117952 -24.726141 -53.290389 -60.361639 
63 120 -27.596847 -6.8650595 -2.2595437 -8.4171596 -16.274766 
64 110 -34.794938 -10.361458 -28.319758 -17.308167 -3.5505913 
65 75 -45.365462 -41.102746 -39.858434 -47.592481 -47.086228 
66 122 4.4675351 6.2129695 3.8084774 6.9824607 -9.0838839 
67 80 -23.164726 -53.786258 -50.264515 -65.227561 -45.003441 
69 100 -15.181882 -23.829225 -20.809884 -19.702661 4.0971506 
71 120 -18.846478 -18.901721 -20.620107 -22.920209 -5.7977049 
72 155 41.81649 64.5143 55.97141 26.421853 48.962372 
73 130 39.895224 34.740346 22.732241 -4.2002974 6.5467988 
75 110 16.465882 1.7274674 -5.1121991 12.55868 -8.4049143 
76 70 -60.220626 -54.500961 -46.661018 -39.401971 -40.907741 
77 110 -16.471923 12.25982 10.071887 -4.3247688 -4.6715365 
77 110 -16.471923 23.33607 30.609788 -11.786645 10.05844 
78 115 14.818528 8.4062572 2.8142594 6.1068886 -1.7637948 
79 120 3.6420258 22.937781 9.7580246 14.4283 4.9456499 
80 130 -26.837422 13.504784 14.045577 21.124085 13.307832 
81 150 20.726649 33.558774 32.273537 42.266548 38.608726 
83 130 13.110413 16.110545 9.1399047 10.569745 3.7477767 
85 130 6.1138446 -42.379953 -38.456548 10.421124 9.3839581 
86 160 44.840672 57.051457 41.021737 41.982841 60.963442 
88 120 -26.233485 -33.629426 -40.641997 -26.290803 -3.1705176 
90 160 43.864828 11.897066 10.301222 55.380253 46.431499 
91 130 37.948965 8.1733006 14.053324 29.913823 8.7740758 
92 122 29.403457 23.757149 3.4000557 14.557567 1.4545137 
93 145 54.22392 55.692642 67.770329 46.660923 14.855502 
94 130 32.003035 20.878726 21.863743 -1.3749529 -11.395105 
95 110 10.688473 -3.6771907 -11.710907 -6.9820328 -37.655797 
96 95 0.109463 -35.161954 -33.301329 -21.297224 -32.546602 
97 110 16.497575 19.208086 18.996956 -14.322043 -6.9048908 
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Table 40.  Jackknife predicted and residual values for the optimal model of incision. 
UNIQUEID Measured Predicted Residual  

1 5 4.3145343 0.6854657 
2 3 3.1370691 -0.1370691 
3 2 -0.1740621 2.1740621 
4 2 5.012199 -3.012199 
5 5 4.7310355 0.2689645 
6 11 6.2557341 4.7442659 
7 5 4.3201026 0.6798974 
8 4 3.3315436 0.6684564 
9 4 5.1154418 -1.1154418 
10 5 4.6454246 0.3545754 
11 4 5.3879736 -1.3879736 
12 4 5.2323965 -1.2323965 
13 5 5.0111431 -0.0111431 
14 3 4.0263023 -1.0263023 
15 6 3.9592119 2.0407881 
17 6 5.8908083 0.1091917 
18 4 5.1581645 -1.1581645 
20 2 3.3435047 -1.3435047 
24 5 4.7660844 0.2339156 
25 4 3.2327417 0.7672583 
27 2 4.331696 -2.331696 
28 10 6.5665357 3.4334643 
29 3 4.9255774 -1.9255774 
31 5 5.1611019 -0.1611019 
32 3 3.4890908 -0.4890908 
33 4 4.525671 -0.525671 
34 3 2.9620733 0.0379267 
35 3 2.8082923 0.1917077 
36 2 3.1297226 -1.1297226 
37 3 1.7352433 1.2647567 
38 4 2.841582 1.158418 
39 4 4.4199919 -0.4199919 
41 15 11.16674 3.3332601 
43 2 0.812652 1.187348 
45 6.5 5.4513501 1.0486499 
46 2 3.1465696 -1.1465696 
48 1 6.3367035 -5.3367035 
49 1 3.4236927 -2.4236927 
50 12 11.20593 0.7940704 
51 8 8.6580215 -0.6580215 
52 7 7.2104828 -0.2104828 
53 8 5.8868043 2.1131957 
54 5 7.6073283 -2.6073283 
55 5 4.680845 0.319155 
57 3 2.64265 0.35735 
58 3 2.7692004 0.2307996 
59 8 5.2737965 2.7262035 
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UNIQUEID Measured Predicted Residual  
61 3 3.8246988 -0.8246988 
62 3 3.7699429 -0.7699429 
63 4 3.5957815 0.4042185 
64 3 2.139018 0.860982 
65 4.5 4.8962796 -0.3962796 
66 5.5 3.0425186 2.4574814 
67 3 3.0956474 -0.0956474 
69 4.5 2.9462824 1.5537176 
71 4 2.8738162 1.1261838 
72 6 2.8508219 3.1491781 
73 3 3.1583268 -0.1583268 
75 4 2.9152169 1.0847831 
76 5 5.3759316 -0.3759316 
77 4 4.7278639 -0.7278639 
77 4 3.9057016 0.0942984 
78 3 3.488104 -0.488104 
79 3 3.2022989 -0.2022989 
80 3 4.6796459 -1.6796459 
81 4 2.9988594 1.0011406 
83 3 3.9150413 -0.9150413 
85 6 5.4131219 0.5868781 
86 5.5 4.6310752 0.8689248 
88 3 3.1198247 -0.1198247 
90 3 4.9290441 -1.9290441 
91 3 3.4467415 -0.4467415 
92 3.5 2.6079555 0.8920445 
93 3 4.023406 -1.023406 
94 4 4.0249722 -0.0249722 
95 3 2.6212876 0.3787124 
96 3 3.3348863 -0.3348863 
97 3 4.0120112 -1.0120112 
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Table 41.  Jackknife predicted and residual values for the optimal model of width. 
UNIQUEID Measured Predicted Residual  

1 130 154.5388327 -24.5388327 
2 125 118.0322369 6.967763145 
3 115 96.31815079 18.68184921 
4 90 135.2732868 -45.27328682 
5 120 91.40790017 28.59209983 
6 125 172.4020596 -47.40205961 
7 125 125.6365523 -0.636552321 
8 130 118.3324859 11.66751409 
9 95 113.1560704 -18.15607042 
10 123 173.090617 -50.090617 
11 115 119.5300397 -4.530039663 
12 135 120.5411515 14.45884849 
13 125 138.9866092 -13.98660919 
14 125 138.6356781 -13.63567807 
15 135 102.5292545 32.47074551 
17 150 115.5279326 34.47206741 
18 125 132.490421 -7.490420971 
20 150 140.408775 9.591225011 
24 145 110.2461418 34.75385817 
25 125 129.0580981 -4.058098148 
27 105 101.5500677 3.449932276 
28 120 89.76333762 30.23666238 
29 110 148.8065192 -38.80651919 
31 90 70.06677027 19.93322973 
32 90 152.6055586 -62.60555861 
33 135 119.9363881 15.06361186 
34 115 187.5734789 -72.57347895 
35 115 158.5477093 -43.54770934 
36 85 76.56100095 8.438999053 
37 95 96.03276151 -1.032761509 
38 110 145.8840525 -35.88405245 
39 125 168.0556104 -43.05561044 
41 270 208.2536403 61.74635972 
43 70 112.547532 -42.54753203 
45 200 141.9344423 58.06555772 
46 345 189.6403647 155.3596353 
48 160 151.5446479 8.455352112 
49 190 125.7627235 64.23727646 
50 180 193.1852231 -13.18522307 
51 120 114.1901163 5.809883702 
52 90 69.07622227 20.92377773 
53 110 181.912369 -71.91236895 
54 170 151.2925328 18.7074672 
55 135 109.0843172 25.91568276 
57 95 98.21434464 -3.214344645 
58 110 103.9231017 6.07689831 
59 70 101.8401029 -31.84010288 
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UNIQUEID Measured Predicted Residual  
61 100 134.1772062 -34.17720615 
62 90 122.4585389 -32.45853893 
63 120 144.8969934 -24.89699338 
64 110 134.9067781 -24.90677805 
65 75 86.72330354 -11.72330354 
66 122 115.9365918 6.063408183 
67 80 84.14119166 -4.141191662 
69 100 105.6751408 -5.675140803 
71 120 137.6787283 -17.67872827 
72 155 97.07413715 57.92586285 
73 130 88.0466497 41.9533503 
75 110 134.6666962 -24.66669619 
76 70 70.91717299 -0.917172988 
77 110 135.0947892 -25.09478923 
77 110 108.6586404 1.341359638 
78 115 116.9247339 -1.924733869 
79 120 95.68022457 24.31977543 
80 130 133.0235989 -3.023598898 
81 150 118.3382442 31.66175578 
83 130 138.8306594 -8.830659362 
85 130 114.5170138 15.48298618 
86 160 144.9367356 15.06326441 
88 120 118.8033855 1.196614455 
90 160 138.1850996 21.81490039 
91 130 128.9309976 1.069002373 
92 122 126.7998691 -4.79986909 
93 145 88.42766483 56.57233517 
94 130 155.2668514 -25.26685136 
95 110 126.3137688 -16.31376877 
96 95 127.2498879 -32.24988786 
97 110 86.01508001 23.98491999 
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Appendix D.  Survey Locations and Metadata 
 
Unique ID Description if Problem Location X Y 

72  1535951.38 1562154.87 
71  1535902.00 1562170.25 
70 root exposure and multiple tr 1535853.50 1562188.87 
74 mud puddleand multiple tread 1535988.25 1562214.37 
65  1535676.38 1562232.00 
63  1535581.63 1562237.00 
58  1535454.00 1562238.87 
61  1535502.50 1562247.62 
57  1535409.25 1562245.12 
56 multiple treads 1535362.25 1562281.50 
54  1535343.00 1562362.75 
75  1535974.50 1562359.87 
76  1535968.88 1562409.12 
91  1536259.75 1562423.25 
92  1536290.00 1562460.50 
85  1536159.63 1562481.87 
77  1535972.75 1562457.37 
78  1536007.75 1562482.50 
51  1535315.75 1562493.25 
93  1536309.88 1562507.75 
79  1536039.38 1562520.75 
84 root exposure 1536146.00 1562527.75 
94  1536348.25 1562540.62 
60 multiple treads 1535300.63 1562547.50 
80  1536041.88 1562566.37 
95  1536376.13 1562579.00 
83  1536131.88 1562575.00 
50  1535299.25 1562586.62 
82 root exposure 1536090.75 1562603.87 
81  1536054.63 1562606.75 
96  1536406.38 1562614.75 
49  1535290.00 1562635.25 
48  1535261.38 1562673.87 
37  1536420.25 1562677.37 
36  1536416.13 1562717.00 
47  1535242.63 1562721.37 
35  1536417.75 1562761.75 
34  1536420.38 1562810.37 
45  1535261.25 1562815.37 
33  1536392.25 1562848.00 
32  1536354.63 1562883.50 
42 root exposure 1535296.75 1562912.50 

1  1535384.25 1562932.00 
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Unique ID Description if Problem Location X Y 
31  1536357.75 1562925.12 

2  1535424.50 1562955.12 
3  1535458.38 1562988.50 
6  1535594.25 1562995.50 

30 muddy soil and multiple tread 1536348.88 1562987.37 
5  1535550.75 1563006.37 
4  1535503.88 1563011.12 
7  1535625.63 1563024.87 

29  1536343.88 1563064.12 
28  1536298.00 1563072.75 
27  1536252.75 1563083.50 

9  1535699.75 1563078.62 
38  1536229.13 1563118.50 
10  1535712.50 1563124.25 
26 root exposure and excessive w 1536227.38 1563152.75 
25  1536171.13 1563170.87 
39  1536129.25 1563163.75 
11  1535716.25 1563173.75 
12  1535759.63 1563191.75 
13  1535803.75 1563201.25 
15  1535883.25 1563241.87 
17  1535925.88 1563261.50 
18  1535966.88 1563252.37 
19 muddy soil 1535980.38 1563246.75 
20  1536007.50 1563222.62 
21 root exposure and excessive w 1536020.50 1563202.50 
22 muddy soil and multiple tread 1536043.63 1563196.87 
23 muddy soil and root exposure 1536059.25 1563195.75 
43  1535263.38 1562862.75 
44 multiple treads 1535263.75 1562846.50 
41  1535310.38 1562879.00 
40 excessive width 1535325.63 1562885.87 
67  1535771.38 1562216.87 
68 multiple treads 1535787.13 1562213.37 
69  1535813.75 1562201.50 
86  1536187.50 1562445.12 
87 root exposure 1536195.13 1562430.75 
88  1536206.75 1562400.25 
89 root exposure 1536223.38 1562379.00 
90  1536236.25 1562379.00 
14  1535838.88 1563228.25 
16 root exposure 1535851.50 1563235.25 

8  1535661.25 1563052.75 
59  1535275.63 1562907.25 
46  1535242.00 1562767.75 
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Unique ID Description if Problem Location X Y 
52  1535318.13 1562450.50 
53  1535318.75 1562401.75 
55  1535358.25 1562318.37 
62  1535538.50 1562223.25 
64  1535628.63 1562227.87 
66  1535723.75 1562223.50 
73  1535984.88 1562166.62 
98 root exposure and multiple tr 1535990.75 1562262.00 
97  1535984.38 1562312.00 
77  1535972.75 1562457.37 
24  1536087.00 1563183.50 

 
 
Metadata: 
Projection: Albers 
Parameters: 
  False_Easting: 0.000000 
  False_Northing: 0.000000 
  Central_Meridian: -96.000000 
  Standard_Parallel_1: 29.500000 
  Standard_Parallel_2: 45.500000 
  Latitude_Of_Origin: 23.000000 
Linear Unit: Meter (1.000000) 
Geographic Coordinate System:  
Name: GCS_North_American_1983 
Angular Unit: Degree (0.017453292519943295) 
Prime Meridian: Greenwich (0.000000000000000000) 
Datum: D_North_American_1983 
  Spheroid: GRS_1980 
    Semimajor Axis: 6378137.000000000000000000 
    Semiminor Axis: 6356752.314140356100000000 
    Inverse Flattening: 298.257222101000020000 
 


